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Abstract 

 

This thesis explores the historiography of masculinity and ideals associated with Victorian and 

Edwardian Britain, with a special focus on the Great War. It draws on works by scholars such as 

Joanna Bourke, John Tosh, Michael Roper, and George Mosse. Special attention will be devoted 

to expressions of “manliness” and the societal expectations toward boys and men in the years 

before, during and immediately after the war by engaging with writings on British soldiers and 

their experiences in the trenches and in society at large. In the thesis the homosocial nature of 

society will be analysed and in what way it influenced perceived masculinities of men and their 

assertion of masculine ideals. One purpose is to show how men used the opportunity to prove 

themselves in accordance with these ideals during the Great War. In addition, some of the 

established terms of the study of masculinity and gender history, such as “separate spheres”, will 

be problematised. Thus, the focal point will be on the changing roles of men in British society at 

different times by examining selected writings stemming from the war itself and placing them 

within the context of historiography of masculinity and the Great War until the present. The 

motive is to enrich our understanding of the development in history of the masculine ideals that 

we know today and answer the question of where the study of the history of masculinity may be 

headed. 
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Útdráttur 

 

Í ritgerðinni verður fjallað um sagnaritun um karlmennsku og hugsjónir tengdar henni í Bretlandi 

á síðari helmingi 19. aldar og fyrri hluta 20.aldar með sérstakri áherslu á fyrri heimstyrjöldina. 

Rannsóknin er reist á verkum fræðimanna eins og Joanna Bourke, John Tosh, Michael Roper og 

George Mosse. Lögð er áherslu á tjáningu “karlmennsku” og þær samfélagslegu væntingar sem 

lagðar voru á drengi og karlmenn á því tímabili sem rannsóknin tekur til. Enn fremur verða 

greind skrif um breska hermenn og reynslu þeirra í fyrri heimstyrjöld og aðlögum þeirra að 

samfélagainu eftir að henni lauk. Í rannsókninni er sjónum beint að þvi sem nefnt hefur verið 

samkynlegt eðli samfélagins (e.homosocial nature) og mat lagt á áhrif þess á ímynd karlmennsku 

og hvernig karlar staðfestu karlmennsku sína. Megintilgangurinn era að sýna fram á hvernig 

karlar notuðu tækifærið til þess að sanna sig á grundvelli þessara hugsjóna á vigvellinum. Einnig 

munu hugtök sem hafa rutt sér rúms innan karlmennsku – og kynjafræða, eins og “aðskilin 

rými”, verða rýnd. Megináherslan er lögð á breytilegt hlutverk karla í bresku samfélagi á 

mismunandi tímum í þeim tilgangi að dýpka skilning á þróun sagnaritunar um karlmennsku og 

karlmennskuímyndar.  
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Introduction 

“Good Heavens! I often inwardly exclaim, and is this the Literary World? This rascal 
rout, this dirty rabble, destitute not only of high feeling or knowledge or intellect, but 
even of common honesty? The very best of them are ill-natured weaklings: they are not 
red-blooded men at all; they are only things for writing ‘articles’”.1 

 

The numerous ways in which the centennial of the Great War has been commemorated have 

provided historians an opportunity to review various angles and narratives about the origins of 

the worldwide conflict.2 One theme – spurred on by women’s and gender history/studies is the 

role of masculinity during the war.3 In the MA thesis, I will study expressions of “manliness” 

and the societal expectations toward boys and men in the years before, during and immediately 

after the war. I will do so by focusing on writings on British soldiers and their experiences in the 

trenches and in society at large. In addition, I will explore the historiography of masculinity in 

the First World War,4 with a special emphasis on the works of Joanna Bourke, who has written 

on the attitudes toward the injured, both physically and mentally,  as well as on expectations 

imposed on young men and boys.5 Men had to meet broader archetypical standards based on the 

appearance of a man’s physique and, as such, were hampered in their expressions and use of 

their bodies. In other words, societal norms, aesthetics, and military guidelines imposed major 

restrictions on what it meant to be a man. Some men, who were unable to meet these 

expectations, reacted by malingering and deserting. Consequently, they were often portrayed as 

failures. This is an aspect that Bourke touches upon in relation to returning war-maimed soldiers 

who were relatively quickly transformed from being viewed as heroes to helpless children in the 

eyes of a society they helped save. In many cases, they needed lifelong assistance merely to 

survive. After the war, they suffered from changing public attitudes towards all things military. 

                                                           
1 Thomas Carlyle, Collected Letters, vol. 3, 232–234. 
2 Jay Winter and Antoine Prost, The Great War in History: Debates and Controversies 1914 to the Present, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
3 John Tosh, “What Should Historians Do with Masculinity? Reflections on Nineteenth-Century Britain,” History 
Workshop, no. 38 (1994): 179–202. 
4 George L. Mosse, Fallen Soldiers: Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars (New York, 1990). 
5 Kelly Boyd, “Knowing Your Place. The Tensions of Manliness in Boys’ Stories Papers, 1918 – 39,” in Manful 
Assertions, eds. John Tosh and Michael Roper (London: Routledge, 1991), 145–167. 
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And, later – or in the mid-1930s during the remilitarization efforts in response to the rise of 

Nazism – they proved completely useless and their experiences outdated.  

In the thesis, I will attempt to develop further Bourke’s treatment of the changing views on 

masculinity and compare it with that of scholars working on gender and war.6 I will also seek to 

broaden the historical scope by including dominant views on men and masculinities in pre-war 

Britain,7 that is, what was expected of the “British Man” in Victorian society,8 both in the public 

and the private spheres. The purpose is to uncover the expectations these men and boys were 

brought up with before entering the theatre of war and how societal norms affected their sense of 

masculinity. Political attitudes toward the “masculine man” and aspects of sexuality and 

religious manner will also be considered through the writings of both contemporaries and 

historians. Thus, the focal point will be on the different roles of man in society at different times 

by examining selected writings stemming from the war itself and placing them within the context 

of the historiography of masculinity and the Great War. The increased focus on gender and 

identities has paved the way for historians to review previous images of the masculine man in a 

soldier’s role. Soldiers had to fulfil a certain set of male rules of conduct and thinking imposed 

on them by society. My purpose is to evaluate such societal norms at different times. The role of 

masculinity within the demographic of British soldiers during the Great War is still an 

understudied subject. But I will be drawing on important works related to it by historians and 

sociologists like John Tosh,9 Michael Roper,10 Joanna Bourke,11 and George Mosse,12. For 

Roper and Tosh “traditional historians” have failed to treat masculinity and femininity in relation 

to the other by emphasising the different social roles of men and women. They also ascribe this 

negligence to the opposites of heroes and villains, men and boys, girls and women, men, and 

women and so forth. Their underlying point is that masculinity should be – and always has been 

– defined in relation to an “other,” as something against which masculinity is based, or the bog-

                                                           
6 Joanna Bourke, Dismembering the Male: Men´s Bodies, Britain, and the Great War (London: Reaktion Books, 
1999). 
7 R.W. Connell, “Globalization, Imperialism and Masculinities,” in Handbook of Studies on Men and Masculinities, 
eds. Michael Kimmel, Jeff Hearn, and R.W. Connell (New York: Routledge, 2005), 71–90. 
8 Sarah Cole,” Modernism, Male Intimacy and The Great War”, ELH, 68. no. 2 (Summer, 2001): 469–500. 
9 John Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth Century Britain (Harlow: Pearson Longman, 2005). 
10 John Tosh and Michael Roper, eds., Manful Assertions (London: Routledge, 1991). 
11 Joanna Bourke, Dismembering the Male. 
12 George Mosse, Fallen Soldiers. 
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standard as it were. In other words, the “other” is measured against masculinity not the other way 

around.  

Thus, the Victorian doctrine of manliness was largely shaped by their views on women and their 

experiences with the feminine. Being a “man” was very much about women.13  

There is no shortage of the histories of British men, especially those in the public sphere of 

diplomacy, strategy, and politics. But when we enter the area of the domestic sphere, the role of 

the man in relation to women and children vanishes. This has been gradually changing since the 

1980s when second wave feminism and the slow dismantling of patriarchy sparked a renewed 

interest in the study of men, male identity, and masculinities. Poignant questions were raised 

about the truism of the ideals of masculinity, which was made a history of masculinity more 

interesting where men’s behaviour, appearance, and the traditionally accepted gender identity of 

men is increasingly being questioned. The increasing salience of queer history reminds us that 

distinctions between men, women, and children, has been accompanied by the notion that 

masculinity also indirectly highlights different categories of men. A desire to fully understand 

how the impact of masculinity and its ideals through time has made the studying of British 

masculine history even more relevant.  

Many of the contributors to the discussion of the history of men and masculinity in Britain 

Ground their arguments in the theories of Dr Thomas Arnold, headmaster at Rugby school, and 

others like Thomas Carlyle who made it their business to implore upon the youth of Britain a 

certain code of conduct for the masculine man. As these men grew up, they became men who 

adhered to these ideals. I will discuss the attitude of ideals of masculinity, but also evaluate in 

what way Arnold’s educational style impacted the upper middle-class boys that went on to 

become powerful men in decisive positions during the Great War such as Douglas Haig, T.E. 

Lawrence, Robert Baden-Powell and Theodore Roosevelt, all of whom were influenced by 

public-school notions of masculinity which they adhered to later in life in their exploits, 

teachings and professional as well as private decisions. The study of masculine ideals drawn 

from the experiences of public-school men is admittedly socially one-sided. There is a severe 

lack of insight into how these masculine ideals impacted and shaped not only the lives working-

                                                           
13 Michael Roper and John Tosh, “Introduction,” in Manful Assertions, eds. Michael Roper and John Tosh (London: 
Routledge, 1991), 1–24. 
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class men. Was the division between masculine and feminine spheres as hard drawn as historians 

have tended to assume or was reality upon closer inspection another? Those considerations 

should be important to the future of the study of the history of masculinity, and gender histories. 

It will also become clear that the studying of British masculinities between the Industrial 

Revolution and the Great War has come a long way in the relatively young field of study. The 

interwar period has been explored by scholars of gender identity and gender history, but the war 

years themselves have not been really explored historians of masculinity. A discussion of the use 

of sources particularly the uncertain value of biographical and personal correspondence used in 

the studying of masculine history, will be touched upon as a part of a source criticism of some of 

the contributors like Bourke and Roper. 

Given the limited access to archival material on the war from the angle of masculinity, I will rely 

on first-hand accounts cited in the works of other historians to illuminate changing perceptions of 

manliness. Roper has, for example, used primary sources in his works, which I will make use of. 

One example is his treatment of Second Lieutenant Lyndall Urwick and his biographical 

publications. Urwick’s attitude towards the traditional masculine problematics of being a soldier 

in the trenches of western France changed in his several biographies. His view of being injured 

and having to leave his comrades at the front is treated with substantially more understanding in 

the third than in the first one. This shows how social standards and opinions on masculinity 

dictated the narrative of past events.14 On the basis of primary accounts of the soldiers 

themselves, we can see that men returning from war with emotional as well as low-practical 

experiences fundamentally challenged the prevailing ideas of the masculine soldier-hero in the 

societies they returned to. He elaborates further on the ways this challenge was met both by the 

soldiers and their surroundings. Yet, as I will stress, this argument of a looming change in gender 

stereotypes is undermined by the fact that the physically and emotionally damaged returning 

soldiers needed care and nursing, which women provided in the immediate post-war years.15 I 

will use other examples of such first-hand accounts to show discursive changes in societal 

perceptions of masculinity in Britain. 

                                                           
14 Michael Roper, “Re-remembering the Soldier Hero: The Psychic and Social Construction of Memory in Personal 
Narratives of the Great War,” History Workshop Journal no. 50 (Autumn 2000): 181 – 204. 
15 Michael Roper, “Between the Psyche and the Social: Masculinity, Subjectivity and the First World War Veteran,” 
The Journal of Men´s Studies 15, no.3 (Fall 2007): 251–270. 
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 The thesis will contribute to an existing academic discussion on masculinity and the First 

World War. I will study how historical interpretations of the term “male masculinity” holds up 

against and with contemporary understandings of it. Questions will be raised about how deep the 

set of rules for masculine thought and behaviour run, about the way it has manifested itself a 

hundred years ago and its development to the present. Does it differ or transform in a war or 

crisis when the inner lines of a nation and the spirit of its people must be secured? Can academic 

writings on male masculinities during the Great War be divided into periods as part of a 

historiographical framework, as suggested, for example, by Jay Winter and Antione Prost?16  

Finally, I will expose aspects of class politics in the dominant views of what constituted male 

masculine behaviour by observing political attitudes toward the domestic sphere and on how 

morale was kept up in army units. Here the works of especially Bourke are of interest17 as well 

as other works on sexuality and male intimacy and their role in male masculine life and 

stereotyping. Thus, the thesis will focus on numerous contributions – on the topic of masculinity 

in the late Victorian early Edwardian time – written by scholars in different times, ranging from 

the mid-20th century and until the present. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
16 Jay Winter and Antoine Prost, The Great War in History.  
17 Joanna Bourke, Working-Class Cultures in Britain 1890-1960: Gender, Class and Ethnicity (London: Routledge, 
1994). 
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The Historiography of Masculinity and the Great War: Three Configurations 

 

In their 2005 monography the Great War in Memory18 Jay Winter and Antoine Prost put forward 

framework based on three configurations for the development of the historiography on the Great 

War which will be used here.  While such an approach has been applied to the more general 

works on the Great War,19 it has not been done in the field of masculinity. configurations have 

not been applied before to the field of masculinity in connection with the Great War.  

 

The first wave of contributors to the field of history writing on the Great War were its 

contemporaries and immediate heirs, using primary sources like letters, biographies, and other 

first-hand accounts. In the field of masculinity, however, we have very little to go on with 

respect to sources, as this group of contributors and witnesses tended to focus on the broader 

terms of conflict. During the war, and in the immediate post-war period, witnesses, historians, 

and actors would merge as one group of contributors. At the same time, the institution of the 

university – with professional historians, - did not have as much influence as it would later do; 

professional historians and scholars published less than the other group of contributors. What is 

more, the British historians stand out in their absence in this period, as it was deemed too soon 

after the conflict for in-depth analyses; it is telling that the Oxford English History at the time 

abruptly stops in 1914.20 Historians on the Great War focused on diplomacy, “great men” and 

battles, completely leaving out experiences of soldiers. Not a sound from the trenches is heard in 

this first phase and even less is said about masculinity and manliness in combat or not. In the 

early post-war period, there was a surge of publications of personal documentation, such as 

letters and diaries. But even though they enjoyed immense popularity among the general public, 

the historians had no interest in such first-hand testimonies. The professional historians and other 

contributors’ study of war view the topic from the top whereas writers of the popular literature 

                                                           
18 Winter and Prost, The Great War in History. 
19 A.J.P. Taylor. The First World War: An Illustrated History (London: Hamilton, 1964); A.J.P. Taylor, English 

History 1914-1945, vol. XV of The Oxford History of England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965); Basil 
Liddell Hart, The Real War 1914-1918 (London: Faber & Faber, 1930); Basil Liddell Hart, A History of the 
World War, 1914-1918 (London: Faber & Faber, 1934); Jay Winter, The Great War and the British People 
(Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard University Press, 1986). 

20 Winter and Prost, The Great War in History, 6–11. 
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saw things from the bottom. Historians simply did not want to preoccupy themselves with 

subjects that were “below them” in order to maintain a professional distance. Thus, they focused 

on war rather than warriors and on large patterns in the conflict rather than on the experiences of 

the witnesses and participants on the ground. This type of writing on the Great War from above 

continued up until the 1960s at which time, a break occurred. It was not only that far more 

historians began to engage with the war, they also approached it from below, offering far broader 

and richer interpretations of the conflict.21 

With what Winter and Prost term the second historiographical configuration, they began to pay 

attention to the war experiences of individual men – referring to masculinity and manliness – and 

put them within a larger societal context. Great battles and political and diplomatic strategies 

continued to interest historians, but they produced little that was new on the topic. Instead, 

historical approaches built on the long tradition of the “amateur historian” writing from below 

had far more to contribute.22  

Winter and Prost’s own work can be viewed as a bridge between the first and second 

configurations. Individual experiences came into focus, but great strategies are never far away; 

the story of the war was both about generals and soldiers. The 1960s also witnessed the use of 

the television medium by historians. This was accompanied by a popularisation of the subject, 

leading to professional fears of oversimplifying historical events, which is still a concern. The 

script for the new TV documentaries shown on the newly formed BBC2 written by acclaimed 

historians gave the view from above, whilst the images on the screen personalised the matter at 

the ground level by focusing on the common soldier. The coming of the new media was also a 

democratizing factor in the field of Great War history studies. The viewer was presented with a 

far less glorious interpretation of the soldiers participating in the theatre of war. This took away 

some of the shine of the victory of the Empire and shed a light on the personal cost for soldiers 

when decisions were made in the upper echelons of society on the political and strategic level. 

To me, this is the birthplace of the notion of “donkeys leading lions”. It also fits with the 

publication of Alan Clarke’s The Donkeys in 1961 where the phrase was coined within the 

context of the Great War, although it can be traced far further back in history.23 Yet, during this 

                                                           
21 Winter and Prost, The Great War in History, 11 – 15. 
22 Winter and Prost, The Great War in History, 18. 
23 Alan Clarke, The Donkeys (London: Random House, 1991). 
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second historiographical configuration, not much was written on the masculinity of the men 

participating in the war. This was not a period where different historical themes, such as great 

strategies, diplomatic conundrums, economics, and the individual soldier’s experience were 

combined to give a more rounded view  

From the 1970s to the 1990s historiographical changes took place, which were, in part, 

spurred by the experience of the Second World War. Historians began to take social, cultural, 

and anthropological considerations into account when dealing with the Great War. In British TV 

productions, the emphasis was more on unequal power structures in the theatre of war, 

highlighting both the stories of those in power and ones that were far from it. The history of the 

military conflict became cultural. The fall of Soviet communism brought with it the discrediting 

of Marxist historical writings and argumentations, completing the shift from social to cultural 

history. It was also accompanied by a focus on “micro history.” Big global causality in historical 

events were deemphasised and individual aspects of an historical event were often deemed more 

interesting in themselves than its larger social context. Works inspired by this trend are for 

example John Keegan’s The Face of Battle24 and Paul Fussell’s The Great War and Modern 

Memory.25 These are early works within the third configuration. American scholars were 

generally much less impressed with Marxist thoughts, and this meant that their work on cultural 

history began somewhat earlier than on the European continent (Keegan is emphatically British 

but worked with and for Americans most of his career).26 

 

In 1994, John Tosh published an article in the History Workshop entitled “what Should 

Historians Do with Masculinity? Reflections on Nineteenth-Century Britain,” on how historians 

could use the term masculinity in historical research. He begins by outlining the status of the 

study of masculinity and its history in the academic circles at the time of his writing and by 

making the point that historians had generally refrained from such a line of inquiry. One reason 

was how it was seen. The history of masculinity and the studying of it is seen as an attempt to 

hijack feminist studies. But feminist historians did not accept such a view on the grounds that it 

                                                           
24 John Keegan, The Face of Battle; A Study of Agincourt, Waterloo, and the Somme (London: Penguin Books, 
1978). 
25 Paul Fussell, The Great War and Modern Memory (London: Oxford University Press, 1975). 
26 Winter and Prost, The Great War in History, 18–33. 
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is impossible to study the history of genders and the sexes without studying the history of men 

and masculinity.27 It was also argued that the study of masculinity was subversive in a sense of 

being damaging to the status quo. But such criticism can be traced to conservative historians. Yet 

another group maintained that the study of masculinity was a fad distracted from the “real” task 

of doing research on history and gender identities. In Tosh’s opinion, such views were grossly 

mistaken. Part of the reason, he argued, could be traced to anti-intellectualism. Instruments of 

masculine power had become relatively convoluted in society its nature conspicuously diffuse 

over time. It was simply harder to point out what was essentially masculine and manly than to 

point out what was essentially feminine or womanly. “The male is only male at times; the female 

is a female all her life and can never forget her sex”, as Rousseau put it.28 In other words, the 

occupation with men’s distinctive biology and character traits pales in significance when 

compared with the time spent on the female throughout the Victorian period. Masculinity has 

always been the norm to which women and children were held. So, in order to understand the 

history of masculinity we must understand what it means to be a man or manliness as it were.  

One bias can be detected in the studies of masculinity. The available sources are heavily 

skewed toward middle and upper classes and could give the impression that the idea of a distinct 

masculinity and manliness was reserved for the elite, which was, of course not the case. The 

ideals at the time focused on religious and occupational purity leaving the matter of sexuality 

within marriage completely out of the “handbook.” The outwards public façade of manliness also 

had to be upheld and being a proper adult man meant providing for the family and household. 

The issue of insecurities about effeminacy was almost completely overshadowed by worries of 

seeming immature and irresponsible in the eyes of one’s peers and society. As Tosh points out, 

this opinion has contributed to writings on manliness which omit a discussion about gender in 

general giving the impression that men can be studied independently from women. It completely 

leaves out gender relations, even though masculinity has been the measuring stick that women 

and children were held against. Another aspect of the relative invisibility of masculinity is the 

male power in society. It is not like men have been queuing up to talk about the masculine 

instruments that uphold their position of power and relate to themselves through. Such 

                                                           
27 John Tosh, “What Should Historians Do with Masculinity?,” 179. 
28 William Boyd, ed., Emile for Today: The Émile of Jean Jacques Rousseau (London: Heinemann/Octopus, 1963), 
132.   
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instruments were, as we shall see, internalised at a very young age and, thus more or less 

unconsciously came to pass through the behaviour of men. It has been more traditional to focus 

on the subordination of women in society than on the advantages of men. The social and public 

recognition associated with men has always been paramount to fulfilling masculine status, which 

can also be seen as an explanatory factor with respect to the lack of equality within the domestic 

sphere. As John Stuart Mill observed “The generality of the male sex cannot yet tolerate the idea 

of living with an equal.”29 Tosh points out that the idea of the male subjugation of everyone in 

his household’s micro cosmos was supported by the laws at the time. The man of the house was 

alone legally responsible for the entire household. In this respect, he needed complete control 

over it, even in relation to his servants where we can glimpse the aspect of class subordination as 

well. To be sure, the laws and common practices were changing in this respect. But the man 

remained the master of his house where he also had to fulfil the normative ideal of masculinity. It 

was vital for a man to heed public opinion to obtain respectability within the frame of society’s 

understanding of how a man was supposed to conduct himself. This meant that men who entered 

companionate marriages and left the domestic sphere entirely in the hands of the wife were often 

publicly mocked and viewed as lesser men. It resulted quite often in companionate marriages 

controlled by an even more assertive and brutal male leadership.  

Another ideal to be met by the middle-class male was obtaining dignified work. It meant 

that he could not be in a servile position nor be dependent on the good will or philanthropy of 

others in order to conform to the masculine ideals in the job market. This was, of course, a 

completely unattainable ideal to the middle-class office clerk in a practical sense. He found 

himself in a perceived no-man’s land of masculinity between the safety of the upper-class 

financial independence and the working-class celebration of physical strength, both assuring 

success in achieving at least some masculine ideals. Much self-deception would be required to 

see oneself as fulfilling these criteria. The only way for this middle-class sense of masculinity to 

be obtained was complete separation from women. The failure to meet the ideal masculine 

demands on employment forced the middle-class man to assert his masculinity in other ways. As 

we shall see these opportunities were realized with the emergence of all male societies and with 

                                                           
29 John Stuart Mill, The Subjection of Women (London: Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer, 1869), 91. 
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the coming of a war, which proved to be a perfect occasion to showcase one’s masculine heroics. 

At least the office clerk was not working in the domestic sphere. 

The criteria for masculine identity was, then, to be in control at home, at work and in 

public association. The all-male societies became increasingly popular, not just as a getaway 

from the domestic sphere, but as a place to receive social recognition as a male by other males. 

However, while the male bonding and camaraderie were encouraged among the middle-classes, 

there was a line that could not be crossed, into homosexuality that was strictly prohibited within 

those norms. It has been argued that only a generation earlier, it had been commonplace to have 

erotically charged relationships between males in these societies. Gradually, however, such 

behaviour was viewed with suspicion, and from the 1880s, it was seen as the antithesis of 

masculinity. 

 

Tosh discusses the enormous popularity of the scout’s movement as something to behold 

in the debate on masculinity. The same applies to the homosocial societies that arose along with 

the gentleman’s club. Membership of these clubs rose along with the feeling of alienation from 

the domestic sphere. The all-male social sphere was appealing to those working-class men who 

felt that they were increasingly isolated from the emotional status of the home and who found 

their identity solely as bread winners. It reflected the growing attraction of the pub rather than 

the hearth. It would have been a massive feeling of loss to men who as children were raised 

solely by women and as men had to forget the emotional and nurturing skills learnt in childhood. 

The scout movement, which excluded girls, presented a training ground for these boys. It 

presented the first step towards unlearning these nurturing and emotional traits and learning the 

masculine ideals of the middle and upper-class successful man.  

The foundations of achieving the masculine ideals are presented by Tosh as being 

conditioned by gaining public acceptance within the three areas of work, domestic life, and 

associational participation. The balance between them determined the definition of masculinity 

for the individual. But the aspect of the general economy has been left out so far. The external 

effects of a sudden drop in the health of the economy and rising unemployment as a result of it, 

could have profound effects on to what degree individual men met the criteria of being 

masculine. It could be devastating and fundamentally alter the view on the male masculinity and 
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manliness of a husband and father to lose his job. The loss of his status as a breadwinner with the 

subsequent loss of control of the home and public affirmation from his peers, could be 

catastrophic to the self-image. 

Going forward, Tosh believes historians of masculinity need to ask the question; “who 

taught young men about manliness?” and dig as deep as possible. Masculinity is about identity as 

a man in social and psychic aspects. Psychic identity is part of male subjectivity even from 

infancy, and social identity means carrying out actions that are gratifying in a social sense and 

dependent on peer recognition. Tosh’s task is to identify the interconnections between the social 

and the psychic and to delve deeper into the interrelations between his three criteria of manliness. 

When he wrote “What Should Historians Do with Masculinity?” the work had only just begun.30 

One could argue that Tosh presents a negative view on the masculine ideals of the Victorian man 

which would later lay the groundwork for his participation in the Great War. But I see it rather as 

an attempt to make sense or give intelligibility to the events and behaviour of men during the 

Great War, knowing from whence they came with regards to their views on perceived 

masculinity. 
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The History of Masculinity in the study of Victorian and Edwardian Literature  

 

“Every boy ought to learn how to shoot and to obey orders, else he is no more good when 
war breaks out than an old woman.”31 

“Home is the first and most important school of character. It is there that every human 
being receives his best moral training, or his worst; for it is there that he imbibes those 
principles of conduct which endure through manhood, and cease only with life…”32 

“So shall your hearts beat strong with energy, yet be cool through self-restraint; and your 
work be wrought with diligence and rendered with cheerfulness; and your faces be bright 
with modesty, yet bold with frankness; and the grasp of your hands be firm and generous. 
For you will be men.”33 

 

 

British popular literature had much impact on historical writings on masculinities as well as on 

masculine ideals and behaviour during and after the Great War. A key question when searching 

for a type of categorisation is how contemporary societal circumstances influenced the historians 

themselves. In their The Great War in History: Debates and Controversies, 1914 to the 

Present,34 Jay Winter and Antoine Prost provide an historiographical overview of the Great War 

and a framework for what they termed “historiographical configurations”35 with respect to 

masculine ideals which I will use here. This made the masculine ideals of protagonists in these 

stories accessible and desirable to the lower classes of boys. Masculinity is a question of class as 

much as it is one of gender or politics, and this is evident in the broad availability of the literature 

affordable to the masses but revolving around the upper stratosphere of society and its espousal 

of imperial nationalist masculine ideals and codes of conduct. Youngsters of the lower classes 

were supposed to aspire to the masculine ideals of the elite in order to become proper British 

men. These men were considered lesser than the literary heroes and they should aspire to better 

themselves. The aspect of class is taken up in relation to the boys’ stories touched upon by John 
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MacKenzie,36 John Tosh37 and Joanna Bourke38, but is investigated in detail by Kelly Boyd.39 

Themes range from class discussion to the psyche and remembrance. Michael Roper uses 

primary sources and the medium of biographical material to show how the social and cultural 

reality of men changes through time.40 The fact that his is a case study focusing on very few 

individuals only serves to underline that the history of masculinity is grossly understudied.41In 

what follows I will be going through selected sources, which can be seen as being representative 

of the popular literature and its treatment by historians. Writing in the late 1980s MacKenzie 

delved into the literary world to discuss the impact that the adventure tales for boys, the scout 

movement and literary propaganda of the British Empire, had on the masculine identity of young 

boys. Victorian popular literature exalted the exploits of exotic hunting activities of the British 

elite, glorifying the hunt as a way for a man to reach for something primitive within his own 

natural need to dominate and thrive through the mastering of nature. This kind of literature, 

which moulded a generation of men and prepared them for war,42 was highly political in its 

subliminal messages and championed by the great men of the day like Baden Powell and 

Theodore Roosevelt.43 The adventure and boys’ stories matured as a genre in the period before, 

during and after the First World War. The scout movement reached its massive popularity in the 

interwar years but began developing its indoctrination process decades earlier. Like the boys’ 

literature it taught survival skills, obedience, and the acceptance of violence as a natural part of 

life. All of this was prescribed by purposely excluding the female sex and aimed at the lower 

classes. The masculine man of the elite classes connected to nature whilst hunting and in a sense 

mastering it by killing off its great male representatives (males killing males essentially). This is 

another aspect of the indoctrinating literature represented by the adventure tale of great hunters 

and the trophies they sought. This was an explicitly male activity. The literary movement of the 
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gentlemanly hunter had to shift its imagery of the wild frontier from the colonies as these 

wildernesses were gradually becoming “tamed” and inhabited. A shift of focus fell onto the 

American Wild West and the concept of “Cowboys and Indians.”44  

Kelly Boyd45 and other historians Francis46 and Joanna Bourke,47 agree on the instrumental role 

played by popular literature in shaping generations of boys and in constructing masculine 

identities during the Victorian and Edwardian eras. The literature was supposed to help create yet 

another front along with the new concept of the home front. It was marked by nationalist, 

political propaganda, especially the use of mythological saints and heroes in order to invoke a 

certain type of chivalric masculinity and, simultaneously, to illustrate the domination of man 

over nature. Baden Powell’s Scouting for boys48 and the literature on the great hunting 

adventures worked perfectly together in creating these masculine ideals for the readers. It is clear 

through as MacKenzie stresses, that it was a deliberate strategy of some authors to make the life 

of the aristocrat hunter, who was often royalty or a high ranking officer, seem obtainable to the 

boys who read adventure stories as children and young men. It was an attempt to entice the lower 

classes into fulfilling masculine ideals so unobtainable that they became adventures – and thus 

desirable – in themselves. Such myth-making encouraged the view that it was possible to elevate 

a Yorkshire miner’s son to a viceroy’s son by participating in his first stag hunt.49 Again the 

impact of this kind of literature on all classes of boys and men was enormous. Field Marshal 

Douglas Haig, was for example heavily influenced by codes of the manly hunt from going as far 

back as his public-school days.50 It would be worthwhile to conduct a study into how this 

experience shaped his work as a military leader. A great number of participants in both world 

wars grew up with Baden-Powell’s Scouting for boys and other adventure stories, glorifying the 

dominance by man over nature. Such readings must therefore have influenced their decision-
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making conduct and behaviour as young men. As we have seen, these ideals even found their 

way into the strategy rooms of the British army. The young boys, now men and military leaders, 

would possibly not have made quite as reckless decisions and justified them as heroics of manly 

soldiers “doing their bit”, if it were not, in part, for the literature that they read. For without the 

prospect of a strong and well-maintained patriarchal set of masculine ideals, war would not be 

conceivable as a possible solution to anything.    

When dealing with the Great War and masculinity, it would be remiss not to mention the man 

and myth that was the hero soldier T.E. Lawrence, whose masculinity has received some 

scholarly attention51 Substantial imagery has been used to make Lawrence become even more 

exotic and interesting to British and American audiences. Lawrence stands out as an outlandish 

and curious hero scarcely imaginable to the Englishman and completely outside of the standards 

of masculinity of the British soldier hero of his time. His long Arab robes contributed to a 

crossdressing element within the racial stereotyping in the “Lawrence myth” with its masculine 

connotation. Graham Dawson used Lawrence to drive home his point about what he termed 

“imagined masculinities.” Lawrence was an example of someone breaking with masculine 

ideals, but at the same time reaffirming them, perhaps adding to the perception of him through 

time as a conundrum and a mystery. He has become an important figure in criticism of both the 

masculinity of his particular brand of hero and the Empire he represented.52 Dawson suggests 

that imagined masculinities connected to the British soldier hero, have moved the borders of 

what was acceptable within the dominant framework. By focusing on elements of cross dressing 

in Lawrence, I am concerned with the crossing of cultures rather than gender even though the 

British perception of wearing long robes might suggest gender fluidity. Lawrence plays with the 

limits of the very masculine identity of the soldier hero. But, at the same time, he affirms the 

military and masculine dominance through violent acts of war and combat. The post-colonial 

masculine man has found in Lawrence the middle way between affirming his masculinities as a 

soldier and dominant hero treading his enemies under foot and the middleclass academic. In 

order to become successful, he must assume an appearance that contradicts the terms of 

masculine ideals, while still fulfilling what Tosh described as the three groups of male 
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affirmation53 based on upholding the dominance and subjugation so imperative for the endurance 

of the patriarchal class hierarchy.54  

Roper, and Tosh have analysed the manful assertions that have been commonly accepted as 

expressions of masculinity. The basic thought behind their Manful Assertions. Masculinities in 

Britain since 180055 was to eliminate the traditional view of manful assertions, which depicted 

male autonomy as being devoid of female representation, in history by analysing different 

aspects of the life of the Victorian man.  

Manful Assertions also discusses how the young boys growing up where moulded to accept and 

uphold a certain masculine ideal within the fiction that they were presented with through popular 

literature. Kelly Boyd has explored this aspect by highlighting changes in the masculine ideals of 

protagonists, especially in boys’ stories in which the boys growing up immediately before and 

after the Great War were intended to mirror themselves.56 It is also a contribution to the way in 

which literature has played a role in shaping these ideals and reaffirming them time and time 

again. A change is seen in the departure from old chivalrous ideals of subjugation through 

cunning and position and onto an emphasis on pure violence as the main tool for the achievement 

of subjugation and dominance over others. The aspect of class comes into play as well since the 

stories focus mainly on the public-school setting. Thus, the presence of the working class is 

purely conveyed through the characters of servants. The change is observed as the main 

protagonist goes from being part of the nobility or upper-class to consisting mostly of middle-

class public-school boys. Where masculine traits used to be about paying attention and obeying, 

they were now about questioning and compromising. Viewing these changes in the light of the 

societal changes during the interwar years says something about the deliberate mirroring of 

society and subliminal messages in these stories. The class system was under threat; voting rights 

had been extended to the entire adult population; and the future was uncertain with the prospect 

of another war looming. This demanded a new take on male masculine ideals. These changes are 

definable in part through boys’ fictional literature at the time. The characters seem to mirror the 
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blunting of post-war society and the acceptance of brutality in order to solve conflicts and 

problems were instilled into the readers.  

 

The issue of the domestic man and the masculine ideals and demands imposed on the middle-

class respectable gentlemen of the Victorian age is discussed in case Tosh’s case study 

Domesticity and Manliness in the Victorian Middle-Class: The Family of Edward White 

Benson.57 The point of exploring these changes is the same as with the literary aspect of 

influence on the masculine ideals58 and likewise the ideals of the most masculine of creatures, 

the soldier hero.59 Also, this investigation into the history of masculinity provides a new 

perspective on how British society changed through the industrial revolution to the Great War 

and beyond. By combining these points allows us to focus on the masculine ideals as they 

develop over two to three generations and gives insight into their respective contemporary 

societal expectations towards masculinity within the domestic sphere. Tosh presents the set of 

manly ideal criteria that came to characterise a whole generation of middle-class Victorian men 

and their outlook on masculinity. It is through Tosh’s rather negative view that we see how 

following these masculine ideals became a constant exercise in self-denial, which contradicted 

essential human needs not only for the man but for his surroundings as well. It is the school of 

thought of Dr Arnold of the Rugby Public School that inspired young men to put an 

overshadowing emphasis on their work in their lives with great costs to their personal 

development but to the benefit of their professional success.60 Tosh manages to underline 

something that is, in my view, indicative of various historiographical contributions in Manful 

Assertions. They adopt a rather destructive approach seeing masculine ideal as hampering the 

emotional lives and the development of Victorian men on a personal level. It is also destructive 

in the sense that the declared objective of the contributing authors was not just to challenge but 

do away with the exclusion of women and the difference between the two genders. It is an 

attempt to join the school of historians that wanted to move away from the traditional thoughts of 
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people like Arnold,61 Carlyle62 and Baden-Powell,63 who espoused the notion that British 

masculinity was the antithesis to femininity. Tosh and his group of scholars wanted to move in a 

direction where the interrelations between genders are drawn out and highlighted.64 All the 

contributions in Manful Assertions centre around such interrelations and the changing of the 

masculine ideals that gradually came about within the late Victorian and early Edwardian period. 

Apart from its rather negative approach to Victorian British masculine ideals it is lacking in 

consistency towards its own proclaimed motives. For example, in the case of Benson65 the 

emphasis is on his relationship towards his sons, but his two daughters are hardly mentioned. 

This is a peculiar omission in a book that states as one of its purposes to reinstate the female 

angle on the history of masculinities. The case studies also make use of biographical testimonies 

and or personal correspondence as sources. While they can be useful, the historian must be aware 

of the impressionability of the mind of such testimony.  

All the historical works discussed in this chapter on the history of literature in the late Victorian 

and early Edwardian periods fall into the historiographical grouping or “configuration” described 

by Jay Winter and Antoine Prost. They represent a shift from the broad political description of 

tactics and events from the individual perspective to cultural and social aspects that enveloped 

these individuals in all walks of life. They do not focus on external societal changes but on the 

internal details of these people’s lives and how perceptions and individual behaviour affect the 

unfolding of historical events.66  
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The Psyche and the Testimony of Autobiography 

 

In 2000, Michael Roper wrote an influential article on the changes in narratives of soldiers, 

recounting their experiences in the Great War. It is a case study of the several biographies 

published by Second Lieutenant Lyndall Urwick as well as on the private correspondence 

between Urwick and his mother. Urwick’s biographies, it turns out, vary quite significantly, 

especially on the psychic level of re-remembrance, which is shown in his attitude towards getting 

sick and having to leave his fighting comrades behind.67 Roper speaks of a narrative that 

corresponds to what was socially and culturally tolerable at the time he wrote about his war 

experiences.68 It also underscores the need for historians analysing such biographical material,- 

to take into account the historical context in which these different versions are written. Urwick 

had to leave the trenches due to illness, traditionally not a very masculine or honourable way of 

discharge. Only later in life, in the third version of his biography, Urwick was ready to consider 

whether his ailments at the front could possibly have been motivated by an underlying fear that it 

was not only natural for a young man to take a sick leave but also completely acceptable to speak 

of it.69 One thing is clear: that admitting such a perceived weakness would not have been socially 

acceptable in his younger days when judged by the norms of masculine behaviour. The 

correspondence between Urwick and his mother allows us to gain insight into how he purposely 

refrains from elaborating on the horrors of war in order to not to deal with his own hardships. It 

was a question of maintaining masculine ideals of independence from others and of shying away 

from pity and compassion. His personal correspondence provided an opportunity to alleviate the 

stress he was under and to focus on the menial tasks of  “playing house” as he calls it.70 The fact 

that Urwick writes about how it bothered him that he had to abandon his comrades in their hour 

of need can be seen as expressing an entrapment between his sense of duty to his friends and his 

country and between his masculinity and his overwhelming desire to escape the horrendous 

conditions in which he found himself. Analysing shifts in pronouns (going from “one” to “I”) 

and other literary and linguistic unconscious signs of his split in desires and duties is evident in 
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his further writing to his mother.71 He clearly also has scruples with the order to kill another 

human being, but is struggling with the socially unacceptable prospect of refusing to do so or of 

leaving the front. It also speaks volumes about upholding his masculinity as he shrugs off the 

actual hardships of battle and continuously downplays the losses and damages suffered by the 

British Army in the trenches.72 In the letters it is possible to see how a man entering a war zone 

is upholding the masculine ideal of repressed emotions and concealing and using a manly shield 

in a therapeutic way, to distance himself not only from his mother, but also from himself.  

Through Urwick’s biographical testimony about his war experiences, we see that changes in 

societal discourses about war and about masculinity affect how he re-remembers them.73 His 

letters show the effort with which he constrained himself in order to meet the socially dictated 

norms of the soldier hero and, repressing the feelings of terror and fear that he possibly would 

have felt.  

Roper presents two strands of scholarly works on war remembrance. The first one 

associated with Jay Winter,74 sees war memories as having therapeutic values for individuals in 

order to come to terms with their experiences after the war, while at the same time-contributing 

to the broader discussion on remembrance. It represents an attempt to make the transfer from a 

sense of loss and the melancholia that follows the memories of the war and into mourning. This 

process, however, proved difficult for some soldiers, such as Urwick who returned time and 

again to a state of depression in his correspondence.75 Generally this strand can be described as 

exemplifying a humanistic, non-political approach to remembrance history. 

The other strand, however, purports that the shaping of war remembrance and memory is 

highly political and gendered in nature. As such, the histories that do not fit the standards of 

gender ideals and dominant political values, at the time of their publication, will be omitted or 
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marginalised from the narratives of individuals to make it digestible to the reader and the person 

remembering. This has an emotional cost, which has been emphasised in historical work on 

personal memory,76 but it considers the fallibility of the human mind in relaying testimony. For 

the sake of source criticism, this is an important aspect when dealing with autobiographical 

material. These two strands offer opposite aspects in their analyses but would together perhaps 

create a fuller picture of the structural inner workings of memories and remembrance.   

It is not until we begin to discuss and observe the connection between testimony and the life 

situation of the narrator that we can begin to understand the reasons for the variations in 

narratives at different times. This, I feel is an important factor when evaluating the development 

of the narrative of masculinity through history and must be considered when studying these 

narratives. 

 

The psychic and testimonial contributions to the history of masculinity represented an 

addition to the discussion in Manful Assertions about how the changes in cultural experiences of 

the soldiers became part of their own perceived identity, including masculinity, which did not 

always correspond with the traditional narrative of the masculine soldier hero.77 It touches upon 

the discussion of what is perceived as squeamishness on the part of traditional historians when it 

comes to understanding internal masculinity. When dealing with the return of soldiers from war, 

they Usually focused on external perspectives of the public sphere, notably politics, rather than 

on how the experiences affected the private and domestic sphere. Roper has made extensive use 

of primary sources in the form of letters between soldiers and their loved ones to give insight 

into both the psyche and the manner, in which the soldier reacted to the wildly differing realities 

of themselves and their families at home. We see it, for example, in the letters of Captain 

Leland,78 who had an increasingly hard time facing the fact that his wife seemed unable to 

understand the wartime hardships he had been going through. As a result, he lashed out at her in 

his letters, which is indicative of the state of his masculinity. When in a dream a watch given to 

him by his wife is destroyed, it is not blamed on the shell that broke it; instead, he shames his 
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wife for telling him it was indestructible. This is directly transferable onto his own self-doubts 

within the ideal of the masculine soldier who was supposed to be indestructible but is suffering 

so immensely. One can only imagine what issues he and his family would have to go through in 

the domestic post-war setting. It is this personal angle that Roper finds the lacking in traditional 

historical narratives.79 It is clear with Leland and others that the need for female attention and 

nursing was great after their experiences, which often include abuse. In order to understand what 

it meant to the wives and mothers and girlfriends (often the same person would fill all of those 

roles) that the returning soldiers were often reduced to vulnerable children upon their return,80 

we must put more emphasis on the history of internal masculinity and the use of personal 

accounts. There is also a class-aspect to this because the war affected all social groups. Here 

Roper draws on the memoirs of Lady Asquith and her experiences with the return of her husband 

the later Prime Minister Herbert Asquith and his very similar difficulties.81 But more studies are 

needed on working-class experiences. Roper delves into the psyche of the returning veterans and 

discusses the pent-up anger and discontent in their own perceived lack of success, which leads to 

expressions of anger towards their surroundings in a violent manner. They acted out when the 

tools to process things otherwise ran out.82 He draws upon psychoanalysis and the thoughts of 

W.R. Bion in order to explore this aspect.83 It is a reminder that interdisciplinary work is needed 

to understand the full picture when studying the history of masculinities. These sources suggest a 

change in the masculine ideals of the men returning from war as opposed to those that left for it. 

But sometimes we must observe the things that are lacking. What is clear in these primary source 

testimonies is that the feminine role remains unchanged. Women continue to be projected in their 

traditional roles of mothers, nurses, and lovers. This is perhaps more true with respect to mothers 

and nurses, as we must remember the veil drawn over such personal affairs as love-making for 

the man raised with Victorian masculine ideals.84  
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In 2014, the centennial anniversary of the beginning of hostilities received much media and 

scholarly attention. It also represented a change of the guard from what Winter and Prost’s 

termed the second and third generations of war historians.85 Joanna Bourke typifies those 

historians who are concerned with the history of the “inner workings” of war experiences rather 

than on the strategy of war and the war itself. This approach also applies to her work on 

masculinity.86 She discusses masculinity versus the feminine as always being relational to each 

other and not as being belonging to each sphere. Thus, she agrees with Tosh and Roper in 

arguing for a break from the two-dimensional view of what they called traditional historians on 

gender. She takes this agenda, however, one step further by engaging in an in-depth scrutiny of 

personal accounts, correspondence, and diary entries. Even though she highlights the equalizing 

effect on gender that war can have on a society in need, she underlines that there were certain 

masculine borders that were not crossed. To Bourke, the literature available to boys and men at 

the time of the Great War was instrumental in shaping the masculine and feminine ideals that 

these young men adhered to. She mentions, specifically, the increased societal leisure time as a 

factor for the promoting of war-idealising literature on young boys through stories of imperial 

adventures, which Kelly Boyd also spoke of in Manful Assertions.87 It contributes to the sharing 

of cultural and social perceptions of gender identities. The focus on mercilessness and courage in 

situations of pressure or problem-solving was emphasised in this literature and, thus, the 

behaviour of many soldiers in a war situation was to conform to such ideals.88 What this meant 

was that a gender cannot stand alone in its own identity. Defining masculinity would be 

redundant without something to measure it against - something that it is not. This is likewise a 

point taken up by scholars in general, within Bourke’s own generation of historians. This is a far 

cry from historians writing on the Great War in the early 1970s, which did not dwell on the 

cultural aspect of the war experience. Here, we are fully submerged in it. The cross-over between 

masculine and feminine gender identities is evident again and again and the nurturing side of the 

very masculine acts of the soldiers are drawn out and discussed. Insofar as I have mentioned the 

fact that masculinity seems to have been the norm against which the female and children were 
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held against, it is clear through Bourke’s treatment, that official evaluations of the mental health 

of soldiers relied, to a large extent, on whether they could retain their masculine behaviour. Any 

failure to do so could result in negative evaluation from the army as well as private doctors.89 In 

these later writings on the Great War, we observe themes like genderfluidity and racism in 

relation to masculine ideals and how they did not always fit the normative narrative. Less time is 

spent evaluating the grander plans and strategies of the war effort and any impact that might have 

had on the aspect of gender identities in the individual soldiers. Attention is given to the martial 

masculinity where men would rather die in battle than admit to not being able to meet the criteria 

of the soldier hero and thus receive criticism (mostly from themselves). The repercussions of the 

war experience that the soldiers brought home with them after the war had an effect on the way 

masculinity was discussed, as it had to be adapted to domestic life and to the new role as the 

head of a family in a changed society. This transition was not always successful.  

 

In the above contributions to the history of masculinity, it is made clear that men were either 

raised or belonged to the generation of those who participated in such a world changing event as 

the Great War. The masculine ideals have generally been seen as having largely negative effects 

on the Victorian and Edwardian man. The adventure stories treated by Boyd and MacKenzie laid 

the groundwork for ideals to be met by young boys growing up in the years before the war and 

these ideals must have been carried with them there. This is described in a decidedly negative 

light. This goes for the Arnoldian approach described by Tosh as well as we see the middle-class 

man increasingly failing to meet the standards set for religious purity, master of the home and 

public recognition. One consequence was that the men felt isolated from their families as they 

drew away to achieve prosperity through work and dedication that those ideals dictated. The 

emotional effect on men was undoubtedly present. One cannot, however, help wonder where the 

cases of success have gone in the discussion? Surely some measure of success must have been 

achievable within the frame of these masculinity ideals. It is their stories that we lack. The 

purpose is not to provide an “imagined historical balance”, but in order to grasp the full extent of 

the effects of British masculinity ideals on its adherents it may be necessary to go beyond the 
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dim outlook as we see in Roper’s focus on the psychic possibilities of re-remembrance and re-

evaluation of masculinity through the ever-changing masculine ideals, which we encounter in 

first-hand testimonies and narratives. The criteria for ideals in masculine behaviour can lead us 

to discover in retrospect what instruments were used when the first narratives where created. The 

positive effects of this brand of British male masculinity has yet to be explored. The question is 

whether focusing on masculinity from the vantage point of these scholars, who so clearly see the 

Victorian version of masculinity as something that inherently had a negative effect on men, is a 

fair focus or not. It is not about arguing that such a perspective should be discredited; it is merely 

to say that it does not provide the whole picture.  
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The Masculine Male Body in Late Victorian and Edwardian Times 

 

Men in Victorian and Edwardian times had a variety of ideals to live up to.  As we have seen, 

educational and literary influences were important to the indoctrination of British males from a 

very young age and continued throughout adult life. Joanna Bourke discusses the motive behind 

men venturing into the avenue of personal physical upkeep in Working-Class Cultures in Britain 

1890 – 1960. She describes a countermovement to the Suffragette and Women’s Rights 

Movements so prevalent in the first decades of the century. The Men’s Dress Reform Party for 

middle-class men and the League of Health and Strength as the working class version of it set 

out as movements with all male participation in order to break out of the standards of dress for 

the middle class male. In that way, he could protest the uniform exterior of the working 

professional with black and white buttoned up suits and respectability above all.90 The League of 

Health and Strength, as the name reveals, was more interested in the cultivation of the body and 

muscles to create a healthy environment for working class men, in particular, who felt 

increasingly alienated from their homes91 as a result of more female control of  home finances 

and the schooling of children.92 The purpose was to create an area for men to regain control of 

the home. This also represented a welcome alternative and contrasting pastime to the public 

house, whose “watery grave” they actively scorned and warned against in pamphlets published 

for the benefit of improving the constitution of the British man. Drinking was discouraged and 

men hitting the bottle were viewed as lesser men. They should tackle their life challenges and 

shortcomings head on,93 thus, increasing the prospect for unmarried men to gain approval of the 

opposite sex. The philosophy behind these movements was to encourage men to retake control of 

their own bodies, diet, health, and exterior appearance since they were no longer in command of 

certain aspects of their lives.  It was much like their female counterparts were having success in 

doing. Men had suffered what was viewed as a surrendering of rights and a loss of God-given 

privilege.94 The insecurity in the job market did not help the outlook of men, seeing women 

entering the workforce in greater numbers and gaining suffrage, as they were losing their jobs, 
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livelihoods and prospects for a future. Often the speakers who fought most vehemently against 

this development would be veterans out of work and hope, feeling that they had been wronged 

by the country they helped save.  As one out-of-work tramp veteran expressed it in 1920:  

Well just you remember as I fought in the bleedin’ war. (…) they promised us what lived 
like rats in the soddin’ trenches and here I am living like a stinking rat with no piggin’ 
work and no bleedin’ chance of any. Call this a bloody fair country? (…) It’s this 
shaggin’ government, I tell you and that sod Lady bloody Astor, a bleedin’ woman MP. 
Women may be alright in bed, but they’re no bloody use any other bleedin’ place.95 

 

Bourke investigates the impact of the challenges facing masculine ideals, whilst they were still 

being constructed. This creates an opportunity for seeing this masculine evolution as something 

that was always fluid and ever in motion. Masculinity was vulnerable or open to all kinds of 

external pressure, challenges, and critique.  In these years, it meant that men looked inwards and 

their perceived loss of control was mended by taking on their own bodies, behaviour, and 

exterior appearance. The Men’s Dress Reform Party and the League of Health and Strength were 

examples of this promotion of narcissism,96 as is testified to in their programmatic statements. 

They responded to the relative success of feminism and a common male feeling of jealousy and 

envy when observing the strides in freedoms gained by women of the day. 97 This development 

meant that the structure and the power relations in working-class families were in danger. There 

could be a way of re-appropriation of rights through owning and redefining male body-ideals. In 

her book Dismembering the Male: Men’s Bodies, Britain, and the Great War,98 Bourke 

investigates the meaning of the body and the aesthetics involved in maintaining a masculine 

exterior by the standards and ideals defined at the time. Those ideals adhered to the Arnoldian 

outlook by focusing on one’s professional life and appearance both in person and in society, 

referring to Dr Thomas Arnold.99  The outlooks involved a strict moral code and work ethic 

bordering on the neurotic.100 Men attempted to express themselves through their bodies, but 

where never entirely free to do so. We see this in the standards of appearance in office jobs of the 
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middle-class and the societal slight of working-class men not meeting the master of the house 

ideal. Bourke makes much of how men were locked in a set of masculine ideals and behaviour. 

The theme is that the masculine man in the Great War was becoming aware of other avenues of 

expressing himself through clothing and body culture but was hampered by the persistence of old 

codes of conduct and appearance. With the destruction came new experiences and attitudes that 

would express themselves during the interwar years. As Bourke points out in her assessment of 

the historiography on the subject, the periods before and after the war have been reasonably 

covered. Again, it is very much about the Arnoldian outlook and its consequences prior to the 

war.  The war years have been omitted almost entirely as the “war historians” who have been 

divided in either literary101 or economic102 interest groups have surely covered the war years and 

writers with different focuses have somehow left the period alone. In addition, the male and 

female areas of interest had been sharply divided as a response to the disruptions to family life in 

the family structure. This did, however, not mean that the relationship between the development 

of gender identities and their ideals were as sharply divided as opposing spheres may suggest.103 

Women’s rights did not make men redundant in the domestic sphere; as we have seen, their 

response was to remove themselves from the home gradually as the century progressed, either by 

joining societies like the ones mentioned here or falling to other pastimes like the public house or 

gentleman’s clubs, depending on status.104 The woman was gentle and domesticated; the man, 
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social, courageous, and athletic. Spheres were separate.  Masculine ideals were based on public 

school teachers like Arnold, Carlyle, and Baden Powell a generation earlier.105 In the scholarly 

literature, it is often asserted that that masculinity is what men are and what differentiates men 

from women. The same goes for the term patriarchy, which has been characterised, especially by 

feminist writers, as the inherent system of society in which men assert power over women. 

Michel Foucault and Joanna Bourke disagree with this definition. They point out that in the 

feminist definition of patriarchy, it is ignored that masculine patriarchy is as a much about 

holding power over other men as it is about asserting it over women.106  

The world of the Great War and the immediate post-war period reflected disillusionment, 

especially amongst the veterans, which can also be detected in the view on masculinity. The 

despair and feeling of threat against what being a man meant according to Paul Fussell107 that 

changes that were seen in literature and the masculine culture like the scout movement and the 

rhetoric of the boys’ stories papers108 was an expression of that need for change. This is 

expressed in the writings of that generation of historians like Fussell, Tosh, Roper and Boyd and 

is echoed in this work by Bourke showing the continuity and inheritance within the field from 

one generation to another. As disillusion is a topic, we observe that the war in Bourke’s mind 

presented a change in masculinity towards a more retrogressive discourse and the addition of 

increased women’s rights made women and men even more alienated from each other and their 

spheres.  

This thought of separate spheres is something that not all historians can agree on and its rigidity 

has been challenged by Ben Griffin in The Politics of Gender in Victorian Britain.109 Griffin 

argue that this sparked the surfacing of all male institutions, with men seeking, like women, to 

gain control over their own expression away from established conventions of exterior and 

appearance. This feeling of disillusionment with the way British society was developing 

prompted men to join institutions like Men’s Dress Reform Party. Veterans and other men 

objected to modernizing trends, such as, women’s rights, and found cohesion in such all-men 
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institutions. The change that the war experience had undeniably brought about within the men 

can be interpreted as having meant a reversion to more rigid gender patterns. Masculinity felt the 

need to isolate itself even more, while, at the same time, to redefine the aesthetics of the male 

body.110   

Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska and Wendy Jane Gagen have studied the effects of disability on the 

masculine self-image in the British soldier. 111 Gagen, in much the same way as Bourke, relies on 

case studies in order to incorporate primary sources such as personal correspondence between J. 

B. Middlebrook Lance Corporal in the King’s Royal Rifles Corps, and his family from 1915 

to1917. Gagen’s focus is on the injured masculine body and how society and, indeed, the soldiers 

themselves experienced a lack of masculinity when being injured and dependent on future care 

and nurture.112 Like Bourke, she concludes that even though the emasculation of injured men 

should logically prompt a loss of self-identity within a masculine outline, this did not happen. 

Soldiers were largely able to uphold the masculine identities they had prior to the war regardless 

of their altered physical and mental appearances and frames of mind.113 There is also connection 

between masculinity and the physical appearance of men to politics, as Bourke, Gagen, and 

Zeiniger-Bargielowska point out. It involved the spreading of the worry that the British man was 

deteriorating into complacency with the appearance of a middle-class in Britain. An office clerk 

work lacked physical prowess and was viewed as less capable than the Empire’s competitive 

counterparts as exemplified in recent losses in the Boer war to a Dutch settler population. In 

Britain, the appeal of the masculine ideals – both physical and behavioural – was much broader 

and embraced everyone regardless of politics and class. Having been quickly appropriated by the 

imperial governmental and educational institutions, it resonated perfectly with the ongoing 

promotion of British manliness and the prevalent ideals exalted in public schools of muscular 

Christianity of the Arnoldian outlook on masculine ideals. Some have argued that the lack of 

support for the British Union of Fascists was helped along by the existence of the League of 

Health and Strength as the young men that could be drawn to these political activities had an 
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alternative outlet.114 This angle on the physical masculinity and manly behaviour through self-

control and personal grooming and wellness is one that will need further scrutiny, especially in 

connection with the Great War. The personal correspondence and diaries lie virtually untouched 

on this subject. Work on perceived masculinity in the years prior to and following the war has 

been initiated. But the years in between and during the war are omitted in the academic 

contribution.  

A further look into how these streams in public culture affected the soldiers in the trenches and 

coloured their experiences and shaped their behaviour, is needed for the benefit of understanding 

the British soldier. This also includes the behavioural, physical, spiritual, and political changes 

that these standards of masculinity underwent during the war. Such scrutiny must be 

accompanied by a look at the ideals themselves in order to fulfil the initial motive of the 

historian and uncover history “wie es eigentlich gewesen” [“as it really was”].115 It seems that 

the mission for these contributors to the history of the masculine body during the Great War is to 

shed light on the motivation behind this need to affirm one-self as a man in a society rapidly 

changing to their perceived disadvantage. At the beginning of the conflict, men were instilled 

with certain ideals in situations, which made it a serious challenge to adapt their masculine 

ideals. Vulnerability and weakness were incompatible with manliness. We see it with Gagen’s 

descriptions of the male patient during a painful treatment and the measure that men were willing 

to go to in order to uphold this image of being a man and acting manly, even in the face of what 

must have been indescribable anguish and pain.116 This approach to the topic of physical 

masculinity in the Great War contains more depth and involves a far more intricate investigation 

of the personal experience of the individual man at war. This differs radically from Paul 

Fussell117 and John Keegan’s118 early investigations into the matter, which pales in comparison 

due to their exhaustive detail and immersion. As times have progressed within the historiography 

of masculinity, we see an increasing focus on microhistory. History is seen from below as 
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opposed to the previous bird’s eye view of the Great War and the history of masculinity.119 This 

development, however, brings with it a risk of a historical tunnel vision. There can be a need to 

widen the scope from time to time in order to provide greater context to the highly subjective 

testimonies used in these later works, without discrediting the fact that the study of personal 

accounts is highly beneficial and important. Bourke, Gagen and Zweiniger-Bargielowska and 

others like Melissa Stein120 and Ben Griffin121 provide such a perspective, enriching the history 

of masculinity and gender and adding to the larger theme of how the Great War affected British 

society. It is, however, not an entirely satisfactory view of the masculinity of men when Bourke 

and others focus on the separate spheres of both the private and the public man as well as the 

separate spheres of men and women in this period.122 The dissatisfaction of men with the 

mudding of borders between these perceived gender divisions such as the entry of women 

outside of their sphere by gaining suffrage and legal rights, led to the creation of the counter-

movements of all-male societies. This is the assumption that has been criticised and a new 

approach amongst historians observing the role of the man in the domestic setting to a higher 

degree became prevalent in the 21st century.123  The critique comes in part from Ben Griffin in 

The Politics of Gender in Victorian Britain: Masculinity, Political Culture and the Struggle for 

Women’s Rights, in which he points out the discrepancy of men’s attitudes towards these new 

developments in women’s rights. Men could sway between being positive about the issue of 

suffrage but decidedly negative about legislative changes in the status of females.124 Griffin is 
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backed up on this point by John Tosh. In his A Man’s Place: Masculinity and the Middle-Class 

Home in Victorian England,125 he argues that the rigid boundaries between the spheres fail to 

acknowledge the distinctly male privilege of moving between these spheres. Men were not 

“either or” when it came to their outlook on the rights on women and suffrage and did not 

necessarily adopt a sombre disposition on their own perceived loss of masculine privilege on that 

account alone. Thus, the debate on Victorian and Edwardian masculine ideals and how we 

perceive them is clearly still active and should remain so. 
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British Man and Masculine Sexuality in the Great War  

 

“… desert life did not veil man’s nature beneath a thick armour of clothing. Naked man in the 
stark desert lived close to the elemental forces of life—Man in all things lived candidly with 

man.”126 

 

Historical writings on the theme of sexuality in masculinity have been coloured by the Victorian 

ideals promoted as part of the Arnoldian outlook on masculine behaviour in public schools.127 At 

the beginning of the 20th century, the masculine ideals peddled to the middle-classes had been 

embraced by the lower classes, especially through the scout movement and the League of Health 

and Strength. The scouts movement’s focus on complete separation of the sexes accorded well 

with the pietist view on sexual activities, and masturbation was seen as squandering precious 

virility of men.128 In the contributions on the sexuality of the Victorian and Edwardian male, the 

strong inheritance from the Arnoldian outlook in the form of self-control and devotion to work 

was imperative. This philosophy rubbed off on middle-class attitude toward sex. As Jeffrey 

Weeks points out, the masculine ideals in this period were a hindrance to achieving fulfilment of 

both men and women. Statistical surveys and questionnaires distributed by medical personnel 

who disagreed with this attitude of sexual prudery show that the middle-classes did not fully 

agree with the essentialist notions of female asexuality and uncontrollable male virility. The 

medical profession (almost entirely male) did, however, not waver from the outlook that female 

sexuality was one that must be contained. There seems to have been concurrence that sexual 

identities were as much formed in the head as it was in the body. The role of desires was not 

imperative, at least not in comparison to those of class and gender identities and ideal behaviour 

of both men and women.129 These ideals must certainly have been carried into the soldier 

population of the trenches and battlefields of the Great War. When moving abroad and observing 
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the male attitude to perceived male sexuality, the hypocrisy that was laid upon both sexes at 

home in Victorian Britain becomes even more clear. Ronald Hyam has argued that the forced 

prudery of the British man at home became almost diametrically the opposite, when he came into 

contact with the “indigenous” people of the countries that the Empire subdued.130 The 

inheritance of this prudery translated into historical works on the subject as sexual content and 

discussion within the old sources were continuously censored all the way up until the 1970s. At 

that time society was more open and could revise its censorship, and some of the old texts were 

laid bare as it were and revealed in their original form. Therefore, the studying of Victorian and 

Edwardian sexuality of the soldier of the Great War, is still in its infancy. And one detects a 

certain hesitation and apprehensiveness among historians, even in the 1990s about including the 

discussion of sexuality in their work.131  

The ignorance, for example, about the regimental brothels is still widespread among the public. 

It was something that people did not want to be reminded of when recounting the glory of the 

British Empire. That the British man of the empire was far freer with his virility and potency 

when not put under the strenuous constraints of Victorian moral code is something that both 

Ronald Hyam132 and Jeffrey Weeks agree upon. The self-image of the masculine man differed 

wildly when his “conquest” was of a different race or, indeed, of a different class.133 In his 1985 

book Nationalism and Sexuality: Middle-Class Morality and Sexual Norms in Modern Europe,  

George Mosse framed the symptoms of a change in the perception of masculinity around the turn 

of the century. He saw increased rigidity and efforts of manly organisations and protestant piety 

as an attempt to strengthen their moral hold over male and female behaviour with respect to 

sexuality. He described the efforts of these new conservative players in morality as a reaction to 

the symptoms described above. The change in attitudes to men’s bodies described by Bourke and 

others - and the attempt to shape young public school boys in a certain conservative direction in 

their lives in general - were merely symptoms of the attempts by the bourgeoisie to remain in 

control of a society that was heading towards a modernity of their own creation, internally in 

people as well as externally through clothing, body ideals and behaviour. Mosse presented the 
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interpretation of manliness and new views on masculine ideals as a part of that change. 

Masculine ideals of the day were becoming muddled as the female social sphere became more 

extensive in society. Like other authors, such as Ben Griffin,134 Amanda Vickery135 and John 

Tosh136 - who have shown how male and female spheres gradually became more defined apart 

from each other - Mosse interprets this trend as being part of a conscious development towards 

conservatism when it came to gender identities. He counts the increasing popularity of 

Protestantism over Catholicism as a symptom of this as well. Pietists preaching all sexual 

activity outside the sanctity of marriage and the control of coitus within it as well, was a clear 

symptom of this societal bourgeois attempt to remain in social control.137 By framing the 

development of masculine ideals and the changes they underwent in the period from the turn of 

the century and beyond the Great War, Mosse provided the basis for discussion for Bourke, 

Gagen, and others. He argues that the masculine ideals worked out from Arnold to the League of 

Health and Strength to Baden Powell all represented a reaction to the strides made by the 

feminist and the Women’s Rights movement at the time. This coincided with the opportunity to 

affirm one’s masculinity and connection to the pure and focused clean-cut physical specimen of 

the new British soldier hero. The Great War represented an opportunity for the quest for 

manhood,138 a veritable release from the moral constraints under which the British man found 

himself in these years. Politics plays a role in the backdrop of the masculine movement of post-

industrial revolution Britain as the masculine ideals coincided with the nationalist and 

conservative tendencies. As society gradually changed, a need for cohesion was sought by men 

disillusioned either by war, loss of privilege or employment across all classes. One could detect 

this trend in the strengthening of male institutions, championing masculine ideals that 

historically have been associated with the Right. The discourse of both nationalists and members 

of clubs, who promoted masculine ideals, was about cleansing and rebirth through cultivating the 

physical ideals and finding an origin story. Doing something inherently manly or British was the 

way to cleanse oneself and society of foreign inspired changes which were taking place around 

them.  The masculine sexuality ideal of these movements was one of restraint and self-control. It 
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was a question of not squandering oneself to no avail when reproduction should surely be the 

main objective, and this was also what a nation needed from men.139 Mosse’s main argument 

here is that the notion of respectability promoted by the bourgeoisie in the last decades of the 

nineteenth century became the moral norm for the rest of society only a couple of decades later. 

It also shaped the notion that we have today of the classic masculine ideals of behaviour, 

thinking and physical expression both in dress and constitution. An important part of this societal 

and cultural development was the relatively young idea of a revision of masculine ideals and 

manliness.  

The relationships forged between men in the trenches has been described as a positive substitute 

for other areas of interdependence and domesticities, in the family and school. The classic cliché 

of the army resembling one big family, band of brothers and other hyperbolic comparisons has 

been parroted by historians, especially those belonging to the first historiographical configuration 

like Captain B.H. Liddell Hart. Hart was a Great War veteran officer and later military historian 

and commentator. His descriptions of the conditions of the bonds between men reflects an 

attitude among early war historians that shied away from getting too close to the personal angle 

on the war experience and exalted the camaraderie and team spirit within the companies of men 

at war. This was completely in keeping with the national attitude during the war.140 His main 

points were that the togetherness of the men in wartime would render the wastefulness and loss 

of the theatre of war bearable. The camaraderie would even serve the purpose of strengthening 

the bond between the men present against the common evil. He believed that the moral codes 

and principles of conduct within an army setting were directly transferable to the family and 

work. This notion is challenged by Sarah Cole in her 2001 article “Modernism male intimacy 

and the Great War”.141 She argues that the reality was different, as friendships were hard to come 

by due to the cruelty of war. Emotional investment in other people could turn out to be costly 

should the soldiers attempt to obtain intimate relationships. This was contrary to popular beliefs 

both during and after the war.142 The male intimacy between soldiers did not by Cole’s measure 

live up to the standards of the Arnoldian ideal of manhood and masculinity; nor did it create 

opportunities for heroic action when friends in the battalion were in trouble, at least, not in 
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general terms. She also points out that the voices among the educated scholars who commented 

initially on these male relationships and intimacies were the survivors. In other words, they did 

not tell the full story. This raises the point made by Michael Roper in the case of Stanley 

Urwick143 about the memories of eyewitnesses and the impressionability that testimonies of such 

contributors would be exposed to. Glorifying the relationship between soldiers in first-hand 

accounts could be the result of soldiers needing some safety from the personal emotional 

vulnerability and risk of social unacceptance that could accompany the real story. These could be 

stories that were painful, traumatic, and not necessarily in accordance with social standards of 

behaviour for the soldier hero.144  

As Siegfried Sassoon eloquently put it: “my killed friends are with me where I go.”145 Cole 

presents the argument that the war literature is full of examples of authors attempting to make 

wartime male intimacy fit their own ideas of what norms and gender conformity dictated. It 

could not veer too significantly from what was conventional at the time of their writing. To her, 

these authors made attempts to force the idea of the close strong friendship between soldiers onto 

the narrative of the war. It was not about claiming that the friendship as it was experienced by 

the soldiers did not exist, but rather that what defined friendships could be radically different in a 

war setting from that projected by civilian authors like Hart and Baden-Powell146 in the interwar 

years. The vulnerability of the male minds at wartime could be interpreted as deviant sexual 

preference in the minds of those at home if the male soldiers’ relationships of bonding were 

relayed accurately. The homosocial and the homosexual would flow into each other so to 

speak.147  

The analyses by Cole, Hyam, Weeks and others of intimacy, sexuality, and masculine ideals of 

the British man in the years around the Great war, are valuable in their own right. It is, however, 

equally clear that the work of George Mosse and his generation of historians mapped out the 

arguments for this development very early on in the masculinity studies’ own history. This is not 

to say that more focused investigations of the details of the change in ideals of the time does not 
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have to be developed further. There has, not been a rethinking of the basis laid out in the early 

1980’s and time could be ripe for such a revision.   
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Liberalism and the Definition of Manliness. 

 

In the political branch of British liberalism, the main points celebrated by radical adherents, such 

as Leslie Stephens and Henry Fawcett, are individualism, personal responsibility and an aversion 

to philanthropy and social projects. They were concerned with personal dependence on a 

philanthropic system that would prevent individuals from taking responsibility over his or her 

own life. What also characterised this tradition was what Stefan Collini termed “a cult of 

manliness”.148 The British radicals conformed to all of the basic ideas of manliness promoted by 

Thomas Carlyle and Thomas Arnold in their teaching of courage and uprightness and shied away 

from what they saw as the moral decay of society with childlike behaviour, effeminacy and 

sentimentality – in that specific order.149  

Here I will explore how the ethos of manliness manifested itself in the political attitudes of 

radicals and liberals at the time. The attitude towards philanthropy reflects the masculine ideals 

discussed in other chapters. Victorian political discourse praised arguments about “manly and 

outspoken criticism” or about taking a “plainer and more masculine course.”150 In the discussion 

adjectives describing qualities in people were often used, with terms such as “manly” and 

“masculine” being seen as positive labels. It is, however, also clear that different factions did not 

agree on the meaning of those terms, even if they were typically juxtaposed against the feminine 

and emotional, which were associated with instability and untrustworthiness. Yet, men adhering 

to this terminology were described as being stable and logical “…with a minimum of 

sentimentalism.”151 The advocates of relaxing the conditions of the Poor law were likewise 

scorned for being sentimentalists who were incapable of facing the facts of life - when these facts 

were difficult to accept – and, then, for falling for the mercy of their own misplaced pity, which 

was viewed as unnecessary spontaneity in people who did not think things through properly and 

acted on social guilt rather than reason.152 Liberals like Henry Fawcett and Leslie Stephen 

argued that it would not be fair competition to equate the dislike of all things unfair in a political 
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sense with a “fine quality…common to many virile athletes….”.153 This was another example of 

extolling masculine qualities against those considered feminine. John Stuart Mill was praised for 

his logical and manly stability in his economic policies. He elevated self-reliance and equal 

starting points for all individuals and criticised philanthropy and certain changes to the poor law 

for the sake of fair competition. He was, however, also criticised by the same people for his 

thoughts on the subjection of women, suffrage, and his sympathies for the working classes.154  

Boyd Hilton takes issue with Collini’s use of the words “manly” and “masculine,” which he 

believes are not necessarily synonymous. Hilton is concerned with exploring the relationship 

between political and the religious masculinity or manliness. He argues that there existed a 

different kind of liberalism in the mid-Victorian period, which was incompatible with liberal 

philanthropic thought, but was otherwise consistent with the economic liberalism espoused by 

liberals like Mills. Leslie Stephens, an aristocratic author and critic, and Henry Fawcett were 

men of such description. I use the term radical to describe their affiliations as they do not 

represent the liberalism of Mills and others. Hilton underlines the fact that they were both 

brought up with the masculine ideals of Arnold and Carlyle and were, as such, stern liberals 

when it came to individualism and economic self-reliance and equal opportunity. Stephens, in 

particular, had, however, a strenuous relationship with the social aspect of Mills’ philanthropic 

attitude towards the working classes and the Poor Law. Mill’s humanism did not accord with the 

Arnoldian Christian sense of fairness and equal opportunity. By being supported by such 

charitable policy flew in the face of Arnoldian self-preservation and stoic attitude to hardship. 

Indeed, Stephens viewed state charity as a cowardly look at the world155 and so it would be 

unmanly to admit such needs in life. Stephens and Fawcett’s views on manliness in politics were 

later challenged by thinkers such as Frederic William Farrar and Thomas Hughes, who took a 

different stance on the humanitarian aspect of liberal policy making. They were both wildly 

popular authors and their works especially important with the respect to the perception of 

manliness in Victorian Britain. Hilton detects another core meaning of the word “manly”, 

conveying a sense of personhood: that of not being an animal, which was opposed to boyish 

making “manliness” synonymous with “humane”. He even argues that being manly was not 
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gender-specific and only served to describe an ability to subdue animal urges. Hilton’s purpose is 

obviously to remove the belligerent predicate associated with the term and to transfer it to a more 

general status. He argues that Stephen and Fawcett seem to get confused about the use of 

“manliness” as opposed to “masculinity”. To them, both terms, are endowed with positive 

qualities, but “manly” seems to be a broadly positive trait and “masculinity” appears to be 

conditioned in its benevolence and always limited in some way. Hilton suggests that the two 

terms are further apart than Collini and David Newsome assumed.156 Thus, to him, the 

beastliness of manliness in the portrayal of the Arnoldian outlook may have been more of a 

caricature. Hilton wants to take the aggressiveness out of the manliness using the example of a 

misrepresented Arnoldian world view to do so. Farrar took a softer attitude toward the raising of 

children, shying from corporal punishment in accordance with certain schoolmasters of the same 

persuasion who claimed that “beating is inconsistent with the modern notions of personal dignity 

and modern habits of precocious manliness.”157  

Arnold and his generation believed in a male beastliness inherent in all men, which must be 

subdued by punishment in order to make it possible for man to be in the company of others. 

Therefore, physical punishment of children and men by spanking or flogging was part of his 

philosophy. But with the introduction of a new perspective on manliness represented by Farrar 

and Hughes and their generation, it was possible to retain one’s manliness and still shed a tear in 

public, which set it apart from being masculine. According to the masculine ideals of the 

Arnoldian generation to which Newsome also belonged, masculinity as manliness was 

characterised by feisty boys that perhaps did not really care for school work and preferred 

scrapping in the yard but, if summoned, they would always rise to the occasion and do the right 

thing by the standards of the day. Boys where born this way and society should do its part in 

keeping them in that state to tame their inherent beastliness. The difference between this outlook 

and that of Hughes - was that he saw this particular brand of manliness, not as being something 

permanent but as an earlier stage that disappeared as men matured and realised the nuances of 

their own manly behaviour.158 Hilton includes a quote by Hughes to illustrate how the term 
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“courage” within manliness can be interpreted and how it should not necessarily be seen as an 

intrinsic quality of the Victorian man:  

 

“Manliness and manfulness”…embrace more than we ordinarily mean by the word “courage”; 
for instance, tenderness, and thoughtfulness for others. They include that courage, which lies at 
the root of all manliness, but is, in fact, only its lowest or rudest form. Indeed we must admit that 
it is not exclusively a human quality at all, but one which we share with other animals, and which 
some of them…exhibit with a certainty and thoroughness which is very rare amongst 
mankind…Courage, in this ordinary sense of the word…is a valuable, even a noble quality, but 
an animal quality rather than a human or manly one.”159 

 

Basing his argument on the self-restraint of manliness, Hughes points out that manliness does not 

express itself in aggression but in the ability to hold back and show temperance in crisis 

situations; thus, courage was distinct from “manly” just as “manliness” was distinct from 

“masculinity”. Hilton expresses doubts, however, as to whether these two different 

interpretations of manliness and masculinity could have coexisted in an era that was religious to 

a degree and where even atheists were using Christian terminology in their arguments. The 

Arnoldian outlook was very securely embedded in the evangelist thinking, which might explain 

the lack of popularity of Hughes and Farrar’s interpretation. The paradoxical attitudes towards 

manliness in politics described here was exemplified by the liberal Mills and the humanitarian 

Hughes, who were against the Arnoldian theory of punishment. They were, however, still 

religious and believed in the concept of salvation. Thus, they both possessed feminine qualities 

in their compassion, while maintaining traditional manly qualities in their religion.160 And they 

were regularly mocked for showing such “unmanly” sentimentalities. Hilton and Collini agree 

that the concept of manliness had a major influence on political decisions and treatises, but differ 

on the definition of manliness and masculinity, even if they use terms to analyse liberal politics. 

It may therefore be concluded that the use of “manliness” and “masculinity” depends on the 

definition and value that any given author puts into these words, and must always be viewed in 

the context of the subject they are used to describe.   
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To John Tosh, the study of masculinity and manhood does not serve the purpose of affirming 

masculinity in men but to dissect the elements of men’s power position in society. The concept 

of manhood is seen from the point of the individual as an accomplishment and is celebrated in 

transitional rites all over the world. Manhood is the proof of an individual becoming a man. This 

indicates, of course, that prior to the rite, he was not in fact a man. Being a man also implies that 

there was only one way to become one. This achievement of being able to present oneself as a 

man was conditioned in Victorian society on a series of tests through life and much self-

suppression was involved. 161  It also meant seclusion from women during this rite to manhood to 

illustrate everything that being a man was emphatically not about. Tosh argues that the notion of 

the middle-class man meeting the demand of respectable employment and that of an almost 

religious commitment to work is something that the previous generations prior to the industrial 

revolution did not have to live up to. The idea that one’s job should be an expression of identity 

was a  new idea that emerged in the late Victorian era as another criterion for proper manhood.162 

Tosh embraces the fact that the study of masculinity in history has become part of a larger 

feminist scope and attitude to the studying of history in general. He laments, however, the lack of 

male contributors to this field.  

In the early days of the discipline of men’s history, the goal was to recapture a lost golden age 

where patriarchy was benevolent and the connection between husbands and wives - and between 

fathers and their children, especially their sons - was not lost. In this way the wisdom from 

previous men would continue to flow from one generation to the next. The main argument of this 

school of thought was that a blissful past was not achievable until capitalist patriarchy could be 

brought down. There are obvious problems with this projection of a pre-industrialist golden age 

that is longed for, especially since the same historians, seem to paper over the double standards 

within male and female promiscuity.163 Men were in their view more involved, better fathers and 

benevolent husbands, but the common practice of a largely accepted promiscuous male life 
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outside of marriage, flies in the face of their positive image of that time. This is all the truer 

because women were not granted that same freedom, which may make it a golden age for men, 

but hardly for their wives.  

What Tosh is trying to do is to underline the inevitability of the gendering of the study of history. 

The argumentative angle is indispensable to the understanding of the greater connections in 

historical events, terminology, and various isms. Applying gender to other areas of history would 

also save the discussion about gender history from being a self-perpetuating one. Thus, by 

placing masculinity within a historical context can help shed light on society’s preoccupation 

with masculinity as something timeless and nature bound.164   
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Gender, Empire, and the British Working-Class Family Pattern 

 

In the discussion of gender and masculinity in the Victorian and Edwardian period, the aspect of 

the Imperial attitude towards gender and its influences on policy is inescapable. The nature of the 

British Empire is a highly masculine endeavour. But categorizations, such as gender and 

masculinity, have to be seen in relation to other explanatory factors, notably, race and class, 

when judging the imperial motives, decisions and actions in the colonies. The act of colonizing 

other peoples was perfectly consistent with patriarchal masculine thought of domination and 

subjugation. What was more, the imperial attitude towards colonized cultures was very much 

influenced by prevalent notions of how women should be treated in British culture. This 

underscores the point made above about British views of masculinity as centring on women and 

their status.  

The links between race, class and ethnicity, on the one hand, and gender, on the other, in British 

imperial thought was reflected in the increasing privileges bestowed upon colonials as the same 

time as more rights were granted to the lower classes in Britain. These classes still consisted 

mainly of white men of a certain age and professional occupation and completely ignored the 

labouring people and women who, nevertheless, played a key role in establishing the colonies, as 

the American and Australian cases testify to. But these gender, race, and class attitudes towards 

the British colonies cannot be universally explained; they were adapted to situations within 

different cultures and social realities. White colonizers in America and Australia enjoyed a 

completely different status than those in India and elsewhere. The fact that the Indian population 

had contributed significantly to the cause of the British Empire in the Great War made it 

necessary to rethink the status of certain layers of the Indian society, especially those of 

nationalist convictions. This part of the colonised Indian population, often belonging to the 

military and political elite, enjoyed expanded rights due to their contributions in military actions 

to the benefit of the Empire. However, these changes must also be seen in the light of the general 

decolonizing efforts in the post-war period.  
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Applying the concept of gender to the discussion of empire encourages us to view the frame of 

discussion more broadly and outside conventional historical lines. The period of the Victorian 

age remains the focus, but it is clear that gender ideals and thought at the time had far deeper 

roots and cannot be viewed within the context of a specific time frame. Ideals of gender and the 

approach towards them within the colonies changed in tandem with developments within Britain 

itself. It is important to remember that even in the British Isles, women did not achieve full 

suffrage until 1928, as the 1918 voting rights granted to women in 1918 was limited to those 

over the age of 30. Before 1928, women were in the eyes of the state, second class citizens.165 

Gender is not fixed as an unmoving factor of causality within the actions of the British Empire, 

but it provides another angle on these actions and approaches and opens a host of options in 

evaluating its history. The considerations of gender affect every aspect of life, also in the 

approach to and daily life of the white British settlers in the colonies and the subjugated 

indigenous people and their gendered status.166 

The traditional image of empire portrays it as a very masculine environment. But when 

considering a gender aspect of the actions of empire and its attitudes and gender ideals, it is 

important to try and gauge what this meant for the people, men as well as women, who were part 

of it. As discussed above, the ideology of the separate spheres of men and women was 

vigorously enforced in the late Victorian decades. The huge power disparities between the sexes 

included self-governance as well as other aspects. Even the right of women to bear their own 

children was questioned in the early years of the 1880s. However, as feminist causes and 

concerns grew in strength in the period between 1880 and 1918, this situation gradually changed, 

with widespread implications for the citizens of the British colonies, whether the colonisers or 

colonised.167  It is here that we can see how the gendered power relations are mirrored in the 

colonies and emulate those of British society, as it did in many other ways when colonizers went 

to subdued areas and created a “Britain away from Britain” so to speak. This also meant that an 

attempt was made to uphold the social norms of gender spheres. The British attitude toward the 

colonized male is especially indicative of a gendered image. He was often depicted and 
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described as unmanly in his subjugation; there were also hints of possible homosexual 

preferences in order to render him even more emasculated in the eyes of the colonizers. 

Paradoxically, he was also often imbued with sexually aggressive qualities, and the lack of 

control of his desires was in clear opposition to the masculine British self-restraint and propriety 

espoused by the Arnoldian outlook.168 This made him even more unmanly and shows the 

deliberate vilification of the colonised by the colonizer. It created the basis for viewing him as 

lesser and for justifying the British preaching of their version of civilisation that the colonised 

man was in dire need of. The British Empire viewed the indigenous population as being crude as 

was especially expressed in local treatment of women, which was seen as being rude and 

denigrating. But here it is interesting to observe that the British perception of correct and worthy 

treatment of women consisted of honouring them by keeping them subdued and away from 

things that were seen as unwomanly mainly because it trespassed into the male public sphere. 

This echoes previous points about women being defined by men and compared against male 

behaviour. Such British attitudes were at odds with indigenous customs and cultures by picturing 

the colonized as lesser men due to their “mistreatment” of women and as performing outside of 

their “natural” designated gender sphere. Imperial perceptions of societal power relations 

between the genders were, thus, shaped by male prerogatives and the needs of men. As we have 

seen, the masculine ideals of productivity and dedication to doing and acting in order to achieve 

such ideals in British society were transposed to the colonies. To put it differently, white man of 

a certain class was able to affect change in the lazy chaotic and uncontrolled indigenous society 

and imbue it with British productivity, progress, and propriety. Again, such attitudes were mostly 

concerned with the status of colonised women, reflecting British society and the power relations 

between genders. Thus, patterns of British domestication were forced upon the colonial sphere. 

The idea of separate gender spheres was upheld abroad, both in the physical sense of building 

towns and moulding the landscape to emulate that of Britain, and also in the intergender 

relationship in society, with its private and public spheres. There were also attempts made to 

instil in the local population with the British ideas of proper skills in the domestic sphere. 

Australian aboriginal women were, for example, offered a chance to learn the basics of 

housewifery to equip them for a future characterised by British western-style domestic family 

life. The concept of the “white man’s burden” where the western colonisers are perceived as 
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saving the lost “children” of “wild lands” and endowing them with western societal norms, is 

clearly a masculine endeavour and a quite deliberate one to boot. Philippa Levine argues that 

when scholars refuse to see gender as a mere addition to the discussion of British Imperial 

history and insist upon viewing it as integral to this discussion, they also imply that previous 

scrutiny of this historical period, is ripe for challenges and updates. Herein lies a multitude of 

new angles that can be re-evaluated in light of the role of masculinity in history. This is an 

ongoing process that adds to previous notions that this area of study can and should be delved 

into to an even further degree than it has been.169 

 

 

Levine discusses secondary source publications in her considerations of the subject of gender in 

imperial politics and outlook. In order to delve deeper and closer into the roots of individual 

experiences, Elizabeth Roberts writes about the personal testimonies of men and women in their 

relationships of marriage and the power relations within them at the time. She does so through 

interviews with people speaking on their marriages and the relations of power within them in the 

period prior to and after the Great War.170 She argues that public perceptions of universal 

oppression of women in the late Victorian and early Edwardian times might be an 

oversimplification and they did not reflect the actual way of things within individual 

relationships. Through oral testimonies, she gathers stories of women having by far the largest 

say in the domestic sphere on a wide range of decision-making issues. Overseeing the finances 

brought in by the working husband and having the final say of the location of residence and the 

conditions of living was largely and mostly an uncontested privilege of women belonging to the 

working-classes. This underlines the previous observations of the man being further and further 

removed from the domestic sphere following the industrial revolution moving into modernity 

and liberal thinking. There are obvious problems with making any kind of universal judgments 

about the nature of the inner workings of marriages in Victorian and Edwardian Great Britain. 

Yet, Roberts narrows the scope by dealing solely with working-class relationships and the 
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influences that various aspects of life had on the roles of these marriages, including masculinity 

ideals. Through her scrutiny of oral testimonies of husbands, wives and children in working class 

homes, her focus is mainly on women. Yet their lives were so affected by the ideals of masculine 

behaviour that her investigation becomes a societal one. She observes that in the vast majority of 

the cases she studied, women did not see themselves as downtrodden and suppressed. They were 

largely in charge of the domestic sphere and of the running of the family. Women were the 

holder of the purse as it were and oversaw in most case the distribution of wealth in the family 

unit. It is claimed that the source material in the interviews indicates that crossing over these 

spheres was a rare event and that the roles of control within these spheres were quite sternly set 

among the working classes and rather more so than in their middle-class counterparts. The 

mother seems to have been viewed as the ultimate authority in all matters domestic and 

regarding the children and the father the definite authority in matters outside of it. According to 

the testimonies, this meant that the father and husband was, indeed, often ousted from the 

family’s decision-making and sometimes viewed as the mother’s oldest child. While mothers 

prevailed in the home, they had little or no influence outside it. Having said this, Roberts 

provides us with a twist to the tale and confirms a central point made here that universal 

explanations about causalities and behaviour within marriages and relationships cannot be made. 

The power of women in the domestic sphere was often put to the test in those cases where their  

husbands were heavy drinkers.171 There were various ways for the wives to deal with such 

situations; curiously, one was to encourage their husbands to join male societies and clubs to 

avoid the pub and music halls where drink and debauchery were becoming a growing social 

problem.172 An example of this is visible in one of Roberts’ interviews: 

…Father had his strict way. We’d to be in at certain times. He wanted to know the reason why if 
we weren’t. He was strict in a way, but m’mother was far more strict, far more strict… 

You felt she ran the house do you? 

Yes. Oh, she did, because Father used to go to church greatly against his grain because she made 
him go. I never heard her swear, m’mother, never. Neither damn or nothing. And she used to go 
to church and she used to make m’dad go and she got him to join the Church of England Men’s 
Society and the poor old soul must have been in agony…I don’t know. But anyway he went to 
church, took us to church.  
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This again underlines the adaptation of masculine ideals of the Arnoldian and Liberal brands to 

hard work and dedication to the family and piety, especially when these male societies were 

focused on sobriety and religion.173 There was, of course, exceptions to the exceptions; some 

women chose to drink with their husbands. But as classes have a tendency to reach upwards in 

society, such indulgence was not seen as seeming for women who wanted to better their position 

and reputation. All such exceptions arguably sprung from social convention and gender roles. 

They are consistent with core masculine middle-class ideals that the working-class strived to 

achieve, highlighting the importance of public recognition for the maintaining of control of the 

domestic aspect of male life. The majority of the men thinking along these lines believed that 

they were proving their masculinity by leaving domestic work to their wives.  

In addition, there was also the convention of the role of women in the domestic sphere who 

would have been unappreciative of male interference in their domain. Both attitudes imply that 

social pressure and recognition was perhaps the most important in achieving the approving stamp 

of being proper and right. The gender role conventions of Victorian and Edwardian Britain thus 

also formed the basis for family life in working-class settings. Roberts argues that the 

shouldering of responsibility of managing the domestic sphere was something that could have 

arisen out of necessity as husbands showed no interest in - or simply did not care about - the 

workings of the business of family. The husband was clearly defined in his role as a provider and 

meddling in the role of the wife and her managing would muddle things up to a socially 

unacceptable degree. Roberts maintains that the relatively powerful roles of these working-class 

women also meant that they were largely indifferent towards suffrage and female legal rights as 

long as the marriage remained clearly defined and the roles equal but decidedly separate.174  

She does, however, observe other patterns within the working-class marriage that were neither 

equal nor separate. Sometimes, the wife was mistreated and did not receive the financial power 

in order to manage the household yet had to perform all domestic duties. Such marriages were 

usually characterized by dominating husbands who kept the family in a grip of terror to fulfil his 

masculine ideals of public recognition and control of his home. In other words, he was proving 
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his masculinity by holding the family down. The other was the unseparated spheres where the 

man took an active and interested part in domestic chore. In many cases, such behaviour was 

born out of necessity when both the parents were working, and a cooperation was necessary for 

the sake of survival. Such men were often mocked in the music hall performances where their 

characters were portrayed as weaklings with a confused sexuality.  

It is conspicuous that the husband in marriages where the spheres were separate but unequal 

often were the main staple of the music hall audience and were prone to drink. A third group 

consisted of patriarchal masculine men who deviated from the separate but equal formula. It 

consisted of husbands that were keenly aware of their manly behaviour and had clear convictions 

of what it meant. He would expect utter obedience of his family and be a distant terror to them. 

Almost without exception, such men, had very large families and claimed that many of the 

children were not his own. It is admirable that the wives of these highly masculinised men 

reacted by continuing to manage the domestic sphere under such conditions. Such marriages, 

however, seem to be a minority within the survey.175  

All in all, Roberts’ work seems to indicate that the thought of the separate but equal gender 

spheres was the norm and served the ideals of both the masculine and the feminine party in the 

relationship and their outwards image. But the success of this family pattern cannot stand alone 

as a variety of factors, as we have seen, plays into the mechanisms of Victorian and Edwardian 

British working-class families and especially their gender roles. Aspects such as employment, 

the level of drinking and surely the variety of individual personalities, to name a few, affected 

these marriages. But it would surely be unfair to say that the working-class woman was 

universally downtrodden and mistreated. The woman of the time and class was often, revered, 

and powerful in the managerial role of the family functionality and would set standards for 

behaviour and morals both within the family and the society she lived in.  

When examining the interviews recounted by Roberts, we also need to take into account the 

veracity of those testimonies.176 The subjects could have been influenced by their own 

experiences since the days they speak of not only by and of themselves but of a society that when 

they were interviewed was more accepting of them exposing the inner workings of their family 
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patterns in the war years. We get into trouble when we consider the time that has passed from the 

time of testimony that could skew the perspective of personal memories. Furthermore, we must 

remember that some of the people interviewed were the children of the couples whose marriages 

they describe; it is, thus, uncertain whether they would have been privy to the exact motives and 

emotions involved in the marriages of their parents. The testimonies are interesting enough in 

themselves but drawing sweeping conclusions from them is problematic, for they give only a 

partial picture of a far larger story. Many other factors than gender and masculinity influenced 

marriages of working-class British people. Yet, there can be no doubt that they were an integral 

part of how the mechanics of these marriages played out with regards to division and 

collaboration of work and duties.  

With respect to the question of the relationship between class and gender, it is interesting to 

observe how differently the source material used by Levine and Roberts deal with it. On the one 

hand, there is the influence of gender on the decision making at the policy level within the 

empire; on the other, the role of gender and masculinity, but perhaps more so femininity, within 

the British Working-class family is highlighted. The different class backgrounds of the sources 

both with regards to historical value but also with the level of intimacy of the information given, 

gives the combined contribution of Roberts and Levine to this discussion a sense of broadening 

of the spectrum of the conversation about the role of gender and masculinity in British society in 

Victorian and Edwardian times.  
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Conclusion 

 

“To history has been assigned the office of judging the past, of instructing the present for 
the benefit of future ages. To such high offices this work does not aspire. It wants only to 
show what actually happened.”177 

 

 

To obtain a fuller understanding of historiographical writings on masculinity of men in Victorian 

and Edwardian Britain, it has been necessary to adopt quite a wide scope. Here I have chosen to 

apply the historical categorizations put forth by Jay Winter and Antoine Prost, not as part of a 

focus on the general history of the Great War but specifically on the historiography on 

masculinity and manliness. I began by highlighting the public-school discourse on masculine 

behaviour espoused by Dr Thomas Arnold, Thomas Carlyle, and their contemporaries, adherents, 

and their critics. It has been shown that Arnold, Carlyle, and, Baden-Powell were the main 

propagators of especially the elite upper middle-class notions of masculine behaviour of men and 

boys. Baden Powell stands out in this respect by being prominent almost 40 years later than 

Arnold and Carlyle. But he instilled much the same codes of manly conduct in his scouts, albeit 

with less emphasis on aristocratic chivalry, which Arnold insisted on, as it fitted badly with the 

attempt of making middle class manly ideals of self-preservation and forcefulness accessible to 

the lower classes.  

In the historical works explored here, these three men have been portrayed in rather 

unflattering and unsympathetic tones. Their version of manly ideals is described as brutal and 

stoic in the face of crisis and as mixing moral high ground with a sense of duty second to none. 

The healthy young scout was to grow up to become a self-preserving man, soldier, and imperial 

citizen. The idea of manliness propagated private schools, and, in the scout, movements suited 

the Imperial government very well. John Tosh and Michael Roper write on the Arnoldian 

outlook on masculinity from a standpoint of being men in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when 

third wave feminism was gaining traction. Highly critical of the Arnoldian outlook and Baden-
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Powell’s militaristic approach to the indoctrination of British youth and men, they saw this kind 

of masculinity as being disruptive to personal development. As we have seen here Boyd Hilton 

saw their intervention as a misinterpretation of Arnoldian manliness, blaming it on the subjective 

bias of historians and others and the luxury of the experience of posterity. He does, however, 

agree with his colleagues that manliness and masculinity are excellent tools to investigate the 

motivation of people and events in history. Indeed, Tosh and Roper’s Manful Assertions broke 

new ground with respect to manliness and masculinities in British history. The idea behind the 

book was, as noted, to reintroduce the study of manly history by viewing the masculine in 

relation to the feminine, that is, men in relation to, rather than opposed, to women. And since 

masculine ideals were found in all walks of life, they should not only be explored by men but 

also women in academia. The purpose was not to espouse some sort of imagined gender equality, 

but to provide a fuller image of the possible angles on masculinity and its history in British 

society.  

Early historians who wrote on masculine history relied mainly on published material and 

scholarly work on the subject, with the aim of finding angles on male history, which rhymed 

with other traditional historical themes. It was not until 1990s that historians began to use 

biographical material to highlight deeply personal experiences. Historians such as Roper and 

Bourke stand out from the crowd in the use of both biographical material and personal 

correspondence to further understanding of inner masculinity and self-perceptions of 

masculinity. Bourke’s contribution was also crucial with respect to how the question of class and 

how masculine and manly ideals operated as an instrument of upholding the British class 

structure in society. Thus, the masculine ideals espoused by the late Victorian newly arisen 

middle class was a distinct experience for the demographic of that particular social group. This 

provided another angle on the existing upper-class aristocratic chivalric aspect of manly 

behaviour. We see this especially in the boys’ literature of the late Victorian era, which signified 

a change in the behaviour of the protagonists. They no longer relied on cunning and position to 

gain the upper hand in problem solving but gradually were more inclined to use brute force and 

dominance over others to get ahead in the name of self-perseverance. This marginalised the 

working class as they were reduced to servants in the public-school literature. Such descriptions 

also served the purpose of maintaining a class system, with the middle-class aspiring to achieve 

masculine dominance previously held by the elite through the popularity of hunting and 
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adventure stories riddled with aristocrats and royalty. The same pattern can be seen in working-

class attempts to reach up through emulating male societies like the Men’s Dress Reform Party. 

The purpose was to create, a separate arena for the pursuit of manliness and successful 

achievement of masculine ideals through the scouts and The League of Health and Strength. It 

seems that prior to the Great War, all classes had their own avenues for achieving masculine 

ideals as well as for developing their own understanding of them. There, is also a connection 

between different perceptions of masculine ideals. A focus on the inner masculinity or manliness 

in the upper strata of society gradually led to a more exterior understanding of those terms in the 

working class. The elite privileged chivalry and gentlemanly behaviour; the middle class focused 

on productivity, piety, self-restraint and bourgeois propriety coupled with breaking away from 

old ways in male dress standards and the working class was concerned with masculine ideals 

about cultivating the body and general health.  

This descriptive model on the origins and development of British masculinity has been 

adopted by scholars. Yet, it can be countered that it is rather simplistic to paint a picture of this 

style of British middle-class manliness as a hindrance for male personal emotional development 

due to the amount of self-restraint involved in keeping up this life-style. A positive spin on that 

brand of manliness, could be seen as a progression from previous notions of masculinity that 

were prescribed for the elite in the days before the industrial revolution and that included traits of 

benevolence and philanthropy and a far greater social consciousness. Masculine ideals that were 

unaffordable financially and humanly to the lower classes meant that the status of a “real man” 

could only be achieved by the elite. The emergence of the middle-class professional in a post-

industrial revolution age craved a masculine identity that a member of this class could relate to. 

If we are to believe the scholars discussed here this happened partly through boys’ stories and the 

hunting adventures available to middle-class boys and men, who had a far greater leisure time 

than ever before. The excess leisure was also influential in directing focus on exterior 

masculinity by the middle classes as testified to by the formation of the Men’s Dress Reform 

Party and inspired by the League of Health and Strength-to promote their own version of 

masculine expression mainly through physical prowess, and sobriety.  

This development was picked up and amplified when public opinion became increasingly 

concerned about the virility of the British man, especially, with the gradual dismantling of the 
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Empire and military losses in the colonies. I attribute the amplification of masculine ideals in the 

years prior to the Great War partly to this political fact. Another important angle on the 

Arnoldian brand of masculinity or its contribution to the upholding of patriarchal power was 

pointed out by historians who entered the field of gender and gay history in the 1980s. It was not 

only about the power struggle between men and women or male efforts to maintain the status 

quo. It was also about the fact that this subjection was not only limited to women but included 

the repression of other men as well. This strengthens the view that masculine ideals were 

disruptive to the harmony between people for the sake of keeping a population in their societal 

place. According to this reading, soldiers in the Great War would not only have received their 

schooling in male ideals and behaviour in schools and popular literature. A great part of the 

thinking on masculinity would also manifest itself in the political discussion in Britain. A social 

policy geared toward gradually granting more rights and not least social security, poor relief, and 

universal suffrage, which bettered the conditions and legal position of both women and the 

destitute, did not accord with the thoughts of the radical wing of Liberal politicians. Reasons for 

this could be found in the basic liberal understanding of man as a creature. It has been argued 

that Arnoldian thought was predicated on the premise that people were inherently beastly, and 

that punishment was key in order to keep men in check from their selfish and aggressive 

instincts. According to Boyd Hilton this idea was challenged even by contemporary thinkers and 

critics as well as liberals like James Stuart Mill, Frederic William Farrar, and Thomas Hughes. 

Hilton attempted to mediate between the two camps in the 1980s and 1990s: He argued that the 

word “manly” had a more centrist meaning of “personhood” rather than a gendered meaning. 

This is an interesting angle, even if he is the only scholar to have adopted it. It puts him at odds 

with his contemporaries, such as Tosh, Roper, or Boyd.  

When dealing with the historical contributions to the conversation on British masculinity 

in the years leading up to the Great War and the interwar years, we must consider the application 

of source material in the scholarly analysis. As noted the first historians investigating masculine 

history were content with re-analysing existing material for angles on masculinity, which may 

partly explain why this subgenre did not really gain traction until the 1980s. Works by George 

Mosse in the mid-1980s frame the discussion around the emerging analyses manliness and 

masculinity with his work on nationalism and sexuality. He provided the platform for the 

discussion on the role of sexuality and intimacy within male history, with several scholars 
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following suit. Yet, even though the basis for the discussion has aged well and is still being 

referred to in scholarly works on this topic, it may be time, for rethinking Mosse’s ideas. To be 

sure, his points on moral rigidity within masculine sexuality in Britain as inheritance from the 

Victorian masculine ideals on sexual behaviour is still being referred to by authors like Bourke, 

Sarah Cole and Ben Griffins and has generally not been challenged. The question remains, 

though whether Mosse’s terminology should be revisited. As things now stand however, just  as 

Manful Assertions opened the gates for new interpretations of masculinity and manliness in 

history, Nationalism and Sexuality has occupied the same place with respect to the effects of 

masculine ideals on Victorian and Edwardian British sexuality and especially middle-class 

propriety. Scholars like Mosse, Tosh, and Roper took Mosses’s discussion further and Bourke 

made a significant contribution to it through her analysis of personal experience.  

As we have seen, Burke approaches the masculine ideas and their developments from an 

internal perspective touching on body images and on the damage physical harm could do to the 

self-perception of the soldier. Soldiers were once boys that had grown up with male ideals of 

productivity, a moral compass and proper exterior if they were middle-class and especially of 

physical prowess if they were working-class. 

The question of class and how it was affected by enforcing male ideas of gender identity, 

is something that Bourke brings out along with the themes of malingering and deserting during 

the war. She shows how much pressure was put on soldiers to supress reason or political 

humanist convictions for the opportunity to prove one’s manhood in the battlefield for King and 

country. Bourke also realizes that in order to achieve any kind of knowledge of the inner 

workings and motives behind such thoughts of masculine inadequacy, she would need to 

approach her subject from below. To get close enough to the real story, she made ample use of 

personal correspondence and biographical material to support her arguments. This practice 

became increasingly common in the 1990s with the works of scholars such as Wendy Jane 

Gagen and Sarah Cole who demonstrated that diaries and letters of soldiers to their family and 

friends could reveal quite a lot that had not been considered at any great length before. They 

refer to Bourke’s ideas of the inner workings of male masculinity and the body image as kind of 

a background material to their work almost a decade later. I would, therefore, suggest that 

Bourke could be put in the same group as Mosse, Tosh and Roper, for laying the foundation for 
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the discussion of the male body image and the history of masculinity. Her approach is still being 

used in comparatively recent work as we can see in Melissa Stein’s 2015 book Measuring 

Manhood. The discussion is ongoing and further studies must be undertaken with the objective 

of furthering the field of masculine history and its effect on the course of British society and 

culture for over 150 years. This is underlined by the importance of interdisciplinary work to the 

promotion of the broader understanding of masculinity, manliness and ourselves as human 

beings that we should seek to achieve.  

The increased use of personal correspondence and biographical work is not something 

that Bourke pulled out of thin air but was most likely inspired by the work of Roper and his case 

studies. Roper offers interesting perspectives on how historians treat first-hand accounts from 

correspondence but especially biographical work. His ideas on the questionable veracity of the 

war biography shed light on the altering in narratives in his case study of Urwick and point to the 

causality between the way malingering and injury was a cause for concern for the soldier 

removed from the front due to illness. It was an experience that made him unfit to meet the 

standards of manliness. We have also seen how the narrative changes in his biographies 

coinciding with changed societal norms. 

The development of his narratives over time and in different versions has its own curves that 

reflect tolerance of falling out of the masculine boxes relevant to him when he was younger.  

I think it is imperative for the future of the history of masculinity and, indeed, for the 

future of historical analysis in general, that we do not overestimate the value of the first-hand 

testimony and especially the biographical material. My purpose is not to discredit this type of 

primary source but to caution against disproportionate trust and value put in such account. The 

human mind, as Roper also touches upon, is subject to all kinds of influences. A narrative that 

has been presented as an entirely true recounting of events can be debunked at a later stage if it is 

not subject to historical scrutiny in order to back up or discard a biographical or personal 

testimony. Roper was not the first to point this out. Paul Fussell had already published a book in 

the mid-1970s on the very subject of how history is remembered and the treatment of it by 

historians and with references to historical events like the Great War. But since history of 

masculinity took off at such a relatively late point in time also meant that it did so with speed. 
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technologically, philosophically, and theoretically. The groundwork for the continued discussion 

has been laid. There are, however, plenty of opportunities for rethinking some approaches. 

It is curious how the Great War was conspicuously absent in early historical works on 

masculinity and manliness. I believe, however, that Tosh is right in observing that the period had 

simply been overlooked by historians who focused on gender identity and thus masculinity. We 

can theorise as to why this is. But one reason was a lack of source material on the war years. It 

was not until the publication of Manful Assertions when a debate started on how affected the 

behaviour of the soldiers. Bourke, Gagen and Cole Then started to research the period along with 

Roper’s work on the psyche of the soldier through the of personal testimonies and biographical 

accounts.  

From the historiographical schema put forward by Jay Winter and Antoine Prost, 

becomes apparent that authors writing prior to the Great War can be exempted from the three 

historiographical configurations. But perhaps upon re-evaluation, they could be categorized as 

precursors for the amateur historians and witnesses to the Great War. They were painfully aware 

of their legacy yet undoubtedly still influenced by their military experiences, and friendships. 

The writers belonging to the first configuration were not professionals who wrote historical 

works; they simply relayed their stories, and, as such, they provided the grounding of material 

for posterity to analyse and evaluate. They had, when all is said and done, nothing to say about 

masculinity and manliness during their war experiences. However, we cannot dismiss their work 

entirely, for they are valuable in themselves as images of the time when they were written. They 

included T. E. Lawrence, Robert Graves and especially Basil Liddell Hart who published the 

first historical work on the Great War in 1930. These authors were telling their stories, and with 

the exception of Hart cannot for obvious reasons be counted as historical works on the topic. Yet, 

they offer valuable insights into the men of the day and should not and will not be dismissed in 

the history of masculinity. 

Coinciding with the second configuration, in the 1940s and 1950s, there was decreasing 

interest in the war in the Great War with the Second World War and its aftermath taking the 

centre stage. In the 1960s, however, interest in the First World War grew rapidly as testified to 

by a number of academic publications as popular cultural products including TC programmes. 

Yet the first war contributions that broached the subject of men and masculinities were not made 
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until the 1970s. The publication of works by scholars such as Paul Fussell, John Keegan and 

John R. Gillis took place at a time of feminist struggles, youth rebellion and cultural awakening. 

Keegan’s work on the Great War opened up the discussion of the behaviour of the soldier, which 

led to more research on the subject. As I have stressed here, the early publications on personal 

experiences in the Great War did not specifically mention gender identities and masculine 

history. But they are still valuable as sources. Especially Joanna Bourke has referred to those 

works in her analyses of masculine ideals in the Great War. In these contributions, we first see 

analyses of the war from below, even though their general tenor was still very much about 

strategy and diplomacy, to which they, incidentally, contributed nothing new.  

This is also the period where the relatively new medium of television emerged and 

become immensely popular for the purpose of communicating historical work to a much wider 

audience. This took off with the production of documentaries on the war scripted by Liddell Hart 

who had been hired as a consultant by the BBC in the 1960s. TV documentaries as a historical 

medium represent something that ambivalent about. I can certainly appreciate the convenience of 

watching a well-produced television show on the Great War. But its academic value is limited. 

There is a much larger risk of producers falling for the urge to let good entertainment value and 

viewer ratings come before historical value. However, the combination of a well-produced and 

well-studied script firmly based on academic studies of the subject and combined with the 

images of the visual material available on the Great War, brings to the viewer what the historians 

of the second configuration endeavoured to attempt with regards to personal experiences of war. 

It made the war come to life in a much more tangible way for the general public. The television 

media also catered to a popular interest in history. A.J.P. Taylor’s work on the Great War 

published in 1964, portrayed the war as a great waste of life. It was about the sacrifice of good 

people laid on the altar of bad leadership, which made the toll on human life unnecessarily 

heavy. This point of departure is still very much referenced in historical work and its legacy can 

be seen in much later publications especially in the English-speaking world. Jay Winter and 

Antoine Prost belong to this second configuration and their work can be seen as a pivotal link to 

the third historiographical configuration. 
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The gap created by the Second World War between the first and second historiographical 

configurations in the 1940s and 1950s did not complicate the transition from the second to the 

third one. Rather, there was a shift of emphasis with the study of the history of masculinity 

gaining traction. Third configuration scholars analysed, as I have recounted here, the inner 

workings of the soldiers as human beings and their traumatising experiences. What had 

previously been considered mere curiosities within the history of the Great War became serious 

historical studies in themselves, such as toys, photographs monuments and the like. It opened up 

the discussion of gender in scholarly works – written by Tosh, Roper, McKenzie, Boyd and 

many others – from the late 1980s through the 1990s. Considering this development, it is not 

surprising that the contributions on masculine history did not only find their ways into academic 

works but also provided the backdrop to today’s discussion on gender identities in history. The 

emphasis was now on the emotional and human experience of the Great war within the 

framework of cultural history. Areas of interest included mourning, brutalisation and the close 

contact killing of other human beings, all of which were influenced by ideas of gender identity 

and masculine history.  

My use of the three historical configurations does not mean that I am presenting the 

chronology of historical works in any form of progressive continuance. There are elements of all 

configurations within the others. This theoretical framework only serves the purpose of 

distinguishing and classifying historians and, in some cases, emphasising different historical 

trends at different times on the subject of masculinity. 

The field of study on the history of manliness and masculinity is gaining increasing 

attention. The political conversation about the implications of masculine ideals and manly 

behaviour has become a hot potato in the endeavour of obtaining  gender equality and a tool in 

the showdown with the concept of patriarchy and the predicate “toxic masculinity”, which can 

essentially be equated with an inherited Arnoldian outlook. This has had much influence on the 

conversation on gender, especially in feminist circles. In this regard, we also see a counter-

movement in the increasingly verbal Men’s Rights Movement, which in many ways, mirrors the 

rhetoric and reaction of the middle-class Arnoldian British Victorian all male societies when they 

felt threatened by advances in Women’s Rights and by efforts to improve conditions for the 

working class. This reflects the ever-important discussion on male history as a part of broader 
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gender histories. I am talking here not only of the historical aspect but also the effects on certain 

behavioural patterns in men and women whose decisions in life are tethered in history and the 

ideals of masculinity and manly behaviour.  

I have omitted the discussion of gender fluidity and gay history here although it is 

important for the discussion of the effects of masculinity throughout society in history. My 

choice was motivated by an attempt to narrow and sharpen the focus of the thesis and avoid 

“muddling” the discussion of the intricate relationships between genders by casting the net too 

wide. The relatively new idea of gender fluidity has not yet been used in historical works on the 

period in question. A much larger academic project would have to be undertaken place to include 

all aspects of the gender discussion and masculinity’s impact on it historically. Likewise, I have 

chosen to look past the matter of religious questions and aspects of race in connection to 

masculinity for much the same reasons. Yet, this omission leaves more room for what seems 

imperative for the future work on the history of masculinity and its effects, that is, 

interdisciplinary work. It is clear that history cannot stand alone and the inclusion of sociology, 

anthropology, gender histories, feminist history, and into medicine must be incorporated into the 

larger picture for greater understanding of gender identities and their combined history. 

It is my hope that we will see much wider and deeper analysis of the history of 

masculinity and its effects on society. This area of investigation is still in its early steps and must 

be grounded more firmly in academic debates. It is, however, also my feeling that we must 

rethink the approach to the sources used in the increasingly micro historical method of 

considering personal narratives and correspondence. Academic distance is needed to gain 

perspective after having delved too far into personal narratives. It seems that the approach to 

masculine history could in this respect do with a rethinking from the ground up, as was earlier 

done by scholars such as Fussell, Mosse, Tosh, Roper, and Bourke. The risk posed by analyses 

of personal narratives is to lose sight of the purpose our work: to present to the public a better 

understanding of history, in general, and to attempt to remain objective in dealing with highly 

subjective source material, with the aim of providing an interpretation of historical events in the 

words of Leopold von Ranke: “Wie es eigentlich gewesen…”     
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